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Abstract—The majority of existing Linear Temporal Logic
(LTL) planning methods rely on the construction of a discrete
product automaton, that combines a discrete abstraction of
robot mobility and a Bu¨chi automaton that captures the LTL
specification. Representing this product automaton as a graph
and using graph search techniques, optimal plans that satisfy the
LTL task can be synthesized. However, constructing expressive
discrete abstractions makes the synthesis problem computation-
ally intractable. In this paper, we propose a new sampling-
based LTL planning algorithm that does not require any discrete
abstraction of robot mobility. Instead, it incrementally builds
trees that explore the product state-space, until a maximum
number of iterations is reached or a feasible plan is found.
The use of trees makes data storing and graph search tractable,
which significantly increases the scalability of our algorithm. To
accelerate the construction of feasible plans, we introduce bias in
the sampling process which is guided by transitions in the Bu¨chi
automaton that belong to the shortest path to the accepting states.
We show that our planning algorithm, with and without bias, is
probabilistically complete and asymptotically optimal. Finally,
we present numerical experiments showing that our method
outperforms relevant temporal logic planning methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
MOTION planning traditionally consists of generatingrobot trajectories that reach a goal region from a
starting point while avoiding obstacles [1]. Methods for point-
to-point navigation range from using potential fields and navi-
gation functions [2], [3] to sampling-based algorithms [4]–[6].
More recently, new planning approaches have been proposed
that can handle a richer class of tasks, than the classical point-
to-point navigation, and can capture temporal goals. Such tasks
can be, e.g., sequencing or coverage [7], data gathering [8],
intermittent communication [9], or persistent surveillance [10],
and can be captured using formal languages, such as Linear
Temporal Logic (LTL) [11], developed in concurrency theory.
Control synthesis for robots under complex tasks, captured
by Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas, builds upon either
bottom-up approaches when independent LTL expressions are
assigned to robots [12], [13] or top-down approaches when a
global LTL formula describing a collaborative task is assigned
to a team of robots [14], [15], as in this work. Common in the
above works is that they rely on model checking theory [11],
[16], to find plans that satisfy LTL-specified tasks, without
optimizing task performance. Optimal control synthesis under
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local and global LTL specifications has been addressed in
[17], [18] and [19]–[21], respectively. In the case of global
LTL tasks [19]–[21], optimal discrete plans are derived for
every robot using the individual transition systems that sat-
isfy a bisimulation property [7] and are obtained through
an abstraction process [22]–[26], and a Non-deterministic
Bu¨chi Automaton (NBA) that represents the global LTL
specification. Specifically, by taking the synchronous product
among the transition systems and the NBA, a synchronous
product automaton can be constructed. Then, using graph-
search techniques, optimal motion plans can be derived. A
major limitation is the high computational cost of construct-
ing expressive discrete abstractions that result in very large
transition systems. Combining these large transition systems
with many robots and complex tasks increases dramatically
the size of the product automaton so that graph-search tech-
niques become intractable. An additional limitation is that the
resulting discrete plans are only optimal given the abstraction
that was used to compute them. For a different abstraction,
a different optimal plan will be computed. Therefore, global
optimality can not be ensured.
To improve on the scalability of optimal control synthesis
methods such as those discussed above, we recently proposed
new more efficient sampling-based algorithms for discrete
transition systems and global temporal logic tasks that avoid
the construction of the product automaton altogether [27]–[33].
Specifically, in [27], we transformed given transition systems
into trace-included transition systems, meaning that all the
behaviors they generate can also be generated by the original
transition systems, that have smaller state spaces but are still
expressive enough to construct feasible motion plans. We
experimentally validated the approach in [27] in [34]. In [28],
[29] we proposed a more tractable sampling-based method that
builds trees incrementally, similar to the approach proposed
here, that approximate the product automaton until a motion
plan is constructed, while in [30], [31] we extended the method
in [28], [29] by introducing bias in the sampling process
in directions that make the most progress towards satisfying
the assigned task. As a result, the method in [30], [31] can
solve planning problems that are orders of magnitude larger
than the planning problems that can be solved using [28],
[29]. In [32], we further improved scalability of the biased
sampling-based algorithm in [30], [31] by using experience
from solving previous LTL planning problems. Finally, in [33],
we provided a distributed implementation of [29] whereby
robots collaborate to build subtrees so that the computational
time is decreased significantly. However, the methods in [27]–
[33] require a discrete abstraction of the environment, which
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is computationally expensive to construct [24].
Motivated by existing sampling-based algorithms for point-
to-point navigation in continuous state spaces [6], we propose
a sampling-based temporal logic planning method, which does
not require any discrete abstraction of robot mobility. Our
algorithm builds incrementally trees that explore both the
continuous state space of robot positions and the discrete state
space of the NBA, simultaneously. Specifically, we first build
a tree that connects an initial state to an accepting state of the
product automaton. Tracing the nodes from the accepting state
back to the root returns a plan that corresponds to the prefix
part of the plan and is executed once. Then, we construct a
new tree rooted at an accepting state in a similar way and
propose a cycle-detection method to discover a loop around
that root, which corresponds to the suffix part of the plan
and is executed indefinitely. By construction, the continuous
execution of the generated plans satisfies the LTL-based task.
Moreover, we show that our algorithm is probabilistically
complete and asymptotically optimal. Inspired by [30], [31],
to accelerate the construction of a feasible solution, we also
propose a biased sampling method guided by transitions in
the NBA that trace shortest paths to the accepting states.
The simulations show that our biased sampling method can
significantly accelerate the detection of feasible but also low-
cost plans. Our algorithm can be viewed as an extension of
RRT∗ [6] for LTL-based tasks. Nevertheless, completeness and
optimality of our algorithm can not be trivially inherited from
RRT∗ that is designed exclusively for continuous state spaces.
Related are also the methods in [35]–[38]. Particularly, [35]
formulates the planning problem as an Integer-Linear-Program
(ILP) using a discrete abstraction of the environment. To avoid
the construction of discrete abstractions and the corresponding
product automata, the authors of [36], [37] encode the LTL
specifications as mixed-integer linear programming (MILP)
over the continuous system variables, and employ off-the-
shelf optimization solvers to obtain the optimal solution. How-
ever, [36] only considers a subclass of co-safe LTL formulas
that require all robots to return to their original places and stay
there forever, which can be satisfied by a finite-length robot
trajectory, whereas here we consider arbitrary LTL formulas.
Moreover, the methods in [36], [37] require the user-specified
length of the prefix-suffix plan that satisfies the LTL formula.
On the other hand, the algorithm proposed in [38] relies on
the satisfiability modulo convex (SMC) approach [39]. By
formulating the LTL planning problem as a feasibility problem
over Boolean and convex constraints, and leveraging state-
of-the-art SAT solvers and convex optimization solvers, this
method scales better than the MILP-based method [36], [37]
by relying on a coarse abstraction of the workspace. However,
since [38] formulates the problem as a feasibility problem, this
method does not have any optimality guarantees.
To the best of our knowledge, the most relevant abstraction-
free LTL planning methods are presented in [40]–[44]. Specif-
ically, in [40], [41], sampling-based algorithms employ an
RRG-like algorithm to build incrementally a Kripke structure
until it is expressive enough to generate a plan that satisfies a
task expressed in deterministic µ-calculus. However, building
arbitrary structures to represent transition systems compro-
mises scalability since, as the number of samples increases, so
does the density of the constructed graph which requires more
resources to save and search for optimal plans using graph
search methods. Motivated by this limitation, [42] proposes
a similar RRG algorithm, but constructs incrementally sparse
graphs representing transition systems that are then used to
construct a product automaton. Then correct-by-construction
discrete plans are synthesized by applying graph search meth-
ods on the product automaton. However, similar to [40],
[41], as the number of samples increases, the sparsity of the
constructed graph is lost. Therefore, the methods in [40]–
[42] can only be used for simple planning problems. To the
contrary, our sampling-based method builds trees, instead of
graphs of arbitrary structure, so that optimal plans can be
easily constructed by tracing the sequence of parent nodes
starting from desired accepting states. Combined with the
proposed biased sampling method, this allows us to handle
larger problems compared to, e.g., [42]. Our approach is also
closely related to [43], [44], where high-level states selected
from a discrete product automaton state space are used to guide
the low-level sampling-based planner in the continuous space.
However, the biased sampling method in [43], [44] relies on
a discrete abstraction of robot mobility, whereas the biased
sampling method proposed here is abstraction-free and guided
by the NBA, as in our previous work [30], [31] for discrete
state spaces. Compared to [43], [44], we show that our method
is asymptotically optimal and more scalable.
The main contribution of this paper can be summarized
as follows. First, we propose a new abstraction-free temporal
logic planning algorithm for multi-robot systems that is highly
scalable. Scalability is due to the use of trees to represent
the transition system and the proposed bias in the sampling
process. Second, we show that the proposed algorithm, with or
without bias, is probabilistically complete and asymptotically
optimal. Finally, we provide extensive simulation studies that
show that the proposed method outperforms relevant state-of-
the-art algorithms [38], [42], [43].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
and III we present preliminaries and the problem formulation,
respectively. In Section IV we describe the sampling-based
planning algorithm. We introduce the biased sampling method
in Section V. Furthermore, we examine their correctness and
optimality in Section VI. Simulation results and conclusive
remarks are presented in Sections VII and VIII, respectively.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we formally describe Linear Temporal Logic
(LTL) by presenting its syntax and semantics. Also, we briefly
review preliminaries of automata-based LTL model checking.
Linear temporal logic [11] is a type of formal logic whose
basic ingredients are a set of atomic propositions AP , the
boolean operators, conjunction ∧ and negation ¬, and two
temporal operators, next © and until U . LTL formulas over
AP abide by the grammar φ ::= true | pi | φ1 ∧ φ2 | φ1 ∨
φ2 | ¬φ | © φ | φ1 U φ2. For the sake of brevity, we
abstain from deriving other temporal operators, e.g., always
, eventually ♦, implication ⇒, which can be found in [11].
An infinite word σ over the alphabet 2AP is defined as an
infinite sequence σ = pi0pi1 . . . ∈ (2AP)ω , where ω denotes
an infinite repetition and pik ∈ 2AP , ∀k ∈ N. The language
Words(φ) = {σ|σ |= φ} is defined as the set of words that
satisfy the LTL formula φ, where |=⊆ (2AP)ω × φ is the
satisfaction relation. An LTL formula φ can be translated into
a Nondeterministic Bu¨chi Automaton defined as follows [45]:
Definition 2.1: (NBA) A Nondeterministic Bu¨chi Automa-
ton (NBA) B over 2AP is defined as a tuple B =(QB ,Q0B ,Σ,→B ,QFB), where QB is the set of states, Q0B ⊆
QB is a set of initial states, Σ = 2AP is an alphabet,
→B⊆ QB×Σ×QB is the transition relation, and QFB ⊆ QB
is a set of accepting/final states.
An infinite run ρB of B over an infinite word σ =
pi0pi1pi2 . . . , pik ∈ Σ = 2AP , ∀k ∈ N, is a sequence ρB =
q0Bq
1
Bq
2
B . . . such that q
0
B ∈ Q0B and (qkB , pik, qk+1B ) ∈→B ,
∀k ∈ N. An infinite run ρB is called accepting if Inf(ρB) ∩
QFB 6= ∅, where Inf(ρB) represents the set of states that
appear in ρB infinitely often. The words σ that produce an
accepting run of B constitute the accepted language of B,
denoted by LB . Then [11] proves that the accepted language
of B is equivalent to the words of φ, i.e., LB = Words(φ).
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider N robots residing in a workspace, represented by
a compact subset W ⊂ Rd, d ∈ {2, 3}. Let O, an open subset
of W , denote the set of obstacles and Wfree =W \O denote
the free workspace. Let R = {`j}Wj=1 be a set of W ∈ N+
closed labeled regions that can have any arbitrary shapes.
Given a labeled region of interest `j , j ∈ [W ], where [W ]
is the shorthand of {1, . . . ,W}, let ∂`j denote its boundary,
i.e., the closure of `j without its interior. The motion of robot
i is captured by a Transition System (TS) defined as follows:
Definition 3.1: (TS) A Transition System for robot i, de-
noted by TSi, is a tuple TSi = {W,x0i ,→i,APi, Li} where:
(a) W = {xi} is the set of infinite position states of robot i;
(b) x0i is the initial position of robot i; (c) →i⊆ W ×W is
the transition relation. We consider robot dynamics subject to
holonomic constraints, as in [6]. Let xix′i denote the straight
line connecting the points xi and x′i. A transition from xi to
x′i, denoted by (xi,x
′
i) ∈→i, exists if (i) xix′i is inside Wfree
and (ii) it crosses any boundary ∂`j , j ∈ [W ] at most once,
as in [42]; (d) APi =
⋃W
j=1{pi`ji } ∪ {∅} is the set of atomic
propositions, where pi`ji is true if robot i is inside region `j
(including its boundary) and false otherwise, and ∅ means
robot i is not inside any labeled region; (e) Li : W → APi
is the observation (labeling) function that returns an atomic
proposition satisfied at a location xi, i.e., Li(xi) = pi
`j
i or ∅.
Given the definition of a TS, we define the Product Transi-
tion System (PTS), which captures all possible combinations
of robot behaviors captured by their respective TSi, as follows:
Definition 3.2: (PTS) Given N transition systems TSi =
{W,x0i ,→i,APi, Li}, the product transition system PTS =
TS1 × TS2 × · · · × TSN is a tuple PTS = (WN ,x0,→PTS
, C,AP, LPTS) where (a) WN = W × · · · × W is the set
of states and x = [xT1 ,x
T
2 , . . . ,x
T
N ]
T ∈ WN is a vector
that stacks the positions xi of all robots i ∈ [N ]; (b)
x0 = [x
0,T
1 , . . . ,x
0,T
N ]
T ∈ WN represents the initial positions
of all robots; (c) −→PTS⊆ WN×WN is the transition relation
defined by the rule
∧
∀i(xi→ix′i)
x→PTSx′ , ∀x,x′ ∈ WN . In words,
there exists a transition from x to x′ if there exists a transition
from xi to x′i for all i ∈ [N ]; (d) C : WN × WN → R+
is the cost of traveling from one point to another for all
robots. For holonomic planning, the Euclidean distance be-
tween x,x′ ∈ WN can be used as the cost function, so that
C(x,x′) = ‖x− x′‖2; (1)
(e) AP = ⋃Ni=1APi is the set of atomic propositions; (f) L =⋃N
i Li : WN → 2AP is an observation function that returns
the set of atomic propositions satisfied at a state x ∈ WN .
Given the PTS and the NBA B, we can define the Product
Bu¨chi Automaton (PBA) P = PTS×B as follows [11]:
Definition 3.3: (PBA) The Product Bu¨chi Automaton is
defined by the tuple P = (QP ,Q0P ,−→P ,QFP , C), where (a)
QP =WN×QB is an infinite set of states; (b)Q0P = x0×Q0B
is a set of initial states; (c) −→P⊆ QP×2AP×QP is the tran-
sition relation defined by the rule: (x→PTSx
′)∧(qB
L(x)−−−→Bq′B)
qP=(x,qB)−→P q′P=(x′,q′B)
.
The transition from the state qP ∈ QP to q′P ∈ QP , is denoted
by (qP , q′P ) ∈−→P , or qP −→P q′P ; (d) QFP = WN × QFB
is a set of accepting/final states; (e) With a slight abuse of
notation, C is the cost function between two product states,
defined as the cost between respective configurations in WN .
In this paper, we restrict our attention to LTL formulas that
exclude the ‘next’ temporal operator, denoted by LTL−©.1
LTL−© formulas are satisfied by discrete plans τ that are
infinite sequences of locations of N robots in WNfree, i.e., τ =
τ(1)τ(2) . . . τ(k) . . . , where τ(k) ∈ WNfree. Given an LTL−©
formula, if there is a plan τ satisfying φ, then it can be written
in a finite representation, called prefix-suffix structure, i.e.,
τ = τ pre[τ suf]ω where the prefix part τ pre = τ(1)τ(2) . . . τ(K)
is executed only once followed by the indefinite execution of
the suffix part τ suf = τ(K)τ(K + 1) . . . τ(K + S)τ(K + S +
1), where τ(K + S + 1) = τ(K) [11]. A discrete plan τ
satisfies φ if the trace generated by τ , defined as trace(τ) :=
L(τ(1)) . . . L(τ(K))[L(τ(K)) . . . L(τ(K+S+1))]ω , belongs
to Words(φ). We denote trace(τ) ∈ Words(φ) by τ |= φ.
Given a discrete plan τ , either finite or infinite, a continuous
path τ˜ can be generated by joining any two consecutive points
in τ using a line segment. In this sense, the continuous path
τ˜ essentially captures the execution of the discrete plan τ .
Let τ˜ : [0, 1] → WNfree be a parameterized continuous path,
where τ˜(0) = x0. We denote its trace by trace(τ˜) :=
{L(τ˜(si))}ni=0, where si+1 = inf{s ∈ [si, 1] | L(τ˜(s)) 6=
L(τ˜(si))} and s0 = 0, L(τ˜(sn)) = L(τ˜(1)). Like the prefix-
suffix structure in the discrete plan τ , a continuous path τ˜
satisfying φ can be written as τ˜ = τ˜1|τ˜2|τ˜2| · · · , where τ˜1
1The syntax of LTL−© is the same as the syntax of LTL excluding the ‘next’
operator. The choice of LTL−© over LTL is motivated by the fact that we
are interested in the continuous time execution of the synthesized plans, in
which case the next operator is not meaningful. For example, to satisfy the
formula ♦(pi`11 ∧©pi`21 ), robot 1 should visit region `2 right after visiting
`1, which is not possible in continuous time since this requires instantaneous
motion. This choice of LTL−© is common in relevant works, see, e.g., [46]
and the references therein.
and τ˜2 are prefix and suffix paths, respectively, τ˜1(1) =
τ˜2(0) = τ˜2(1), and | stands for the concatenation of two paths.
Hence, trace(τ˜) = trace(τ˜1)[trace(τ˜2)]ω . The transition
relation defined before between any two configurations x and
x′ ensures that if τ satisfies φ, so does τ˜ . Thus, we can focus
on finding discrete feasible plans τ for control.
Furthermore, we define the cost of a continuous path τ˜ as [6]
J(τ˜) = sup
{m∈N,0=s0<s1<···<sm=1}
m∑
i=1
C(τ˜(si), τ˜(si−1)). (2)
In essence, this cost is equal to the Euclidean distance tra-
versed by the continuous path τ˜ in WN . The cost of the
discrete plan τ corresponding to τ˜ can be defined equivalently,
as the length of a piecewise linear path in WN . Specifically,
we define the cost of a prefix-suffix plan τ = τ pre[τ suf]w as:
J(τ) = wJ(τ pre) + (1− w)J(τ suf), (3)
where w ∈ [0, 1] is a user-specified parameter that assigns
different weights to the cost associated with the prefix plan
and recurrent cost of the suffix plan.
The problem addressed in this paper is stated as follows.
Problem 1: Given the product space P , composed of the
transition system of robots and the NBA derived from a global
LTL specification φ defined over the set AP , determine a plan
τ that minimizes J(τ) and satisfies φ.
IV. SAMPLING-BASED OPTIMAL CONTROL SYNTHESIS
In this section, we propose a sampling-based algorithm to
solve Problem 1, called TL-RRT∗ for Temporal Logic RRT∗,
that incrementally constructs trees that explore the product
state space QP =WN ×QB . These trees are used to design
a feasible plan τ = τ pre[τ suf]ω , which satisfies the desired
LTL formula φ and minimizes the cost function (3). Our
algorithm, inspired by the RRT∗ method for point-to-point
navigation [6], is described in Alg. 1. In Alg. 1, first the LTL
formula is translated to an NBA B = {QB ,Q0B ,→B ,QFB}
[line 1, Alg. 1]. Then, in lines 2-6, candidate prefix plans τ pre,a
are constructed, followed by the construction of corresponding
suffix plans τ suf,a in lines 7-18. Finally, the optimal plan
τ = τ pre,a
∗
[τ suf,a
∗
]ω |= φ is synthesized in lines 19-20.
A. Construction of Prefix Plans
In this Section, we describe how the prefix plan is con-
structed [lines 2-6, Alg. 1] by building incrementally a tree,
denoted by T = {VT , ET ,Cost}, that explores the state space
QP . The set VT consists of nodes qP = (x, qB) ∈ WNfree×QB .
The set of edges ET captures transitions among the nodes in
VT , i.e., (qP , q′P ) ∈ ET , if qP →P q′P , for qP , q′P ∈ VT .
Moreover, the function Cost : VT → R+ assigns the cost of
reaching node qP from the root. Let τ denote the plan/path
from the root to qP in the tree, then Cost(qP ) = J(τ).2
The tree T is rooted at the initial state q0P = (x0, q0B) where
x0 ∈ WNfree and q0B ∈ Q0B .3 We define the goal region as
Qpregoal = {qP = (x, qB) ∈ WNfree ×QB | qB ∈ QFB}, (4)
2We also refer a path to a sequence of connecting nodes in a graph, which
can be distinguished easily from the continuous path of a discrete plan.
3In what follows, for the sake of simplicity we assume that the set of initial
states Q0B consists of only one state, i.e., Q0B = {q0B}. In case there are
more than one initial states in B, then the lines 2-6 in Alg. 1 should be
executed for each possible initial state q0B .
Algorithm 1: TL-RRT∗
Input: Product transition system PTS, logic formula φ,
maximum numbers of iterations npremax, nsufmax
Output: Optimal plans τ |= φ
1 Convert φ to an NBA B =
(QB ,Q0B ,→B ,QFB);
; . Construction of Prefix Plans τpre,a
2 Define goal set: Qpregoal;
3 Initial state: q0P = (x
0, q0B);
4 [T ,P] = ConstructTree(Qpregoal, PTS,B, q0P , npremax);
5 for a = 1 : |P| do
6 τ pre,a = FindPlan(T , q0P ,P(a));
; . Construction of Suffix Plans τsuf,a
7 for a = 1 : |P| do
8 Initial state: q0P = P(a);
9 Define goal set: Qsufgoal(q0P );
10 if q0P ∈ Qsufgoal then
11 T = ({q0P }, {q0P , q0P }, 0);
12 Sa = {q0P };
13 else
14 [T ,Sa] =
ConstructTree(Qsufgoal, PTS,B, q0P , nsufmax);
15 for e = 1 : |Sa| do
16 τ suf,ea = FindPlan(T , q0P ,Sa(e));
17 e∗ = argmine(J(τ
suf,e
a ));
18 τ suf,a = τ suf,e
∗
a
; . Construction of optimal plans
19 a∗ = argmina(J(τ
pre,a) + J(τ suf,a));
20 return τ = τ pre,a
∗
[τ suf,a
∗
]ω;
i.e., the goal region collects all final states of the PBA. To
construct a prefix plan, the tree T attempts to find a sequence
of states in WNfree × QB that connects an initial state q0P to
any accepting state in Qpregoal. In Alg. 2, the set VT initially
contains only the initial state q0P . The set of edges is initialized
as ET = ∅. By convention, the cost of q0P is zero [line 1,
Alg. 2]. Below we describe the incremental construction of
the tree T = {VT , ET ,Cost} [lines 2-12, Alg. 2].
1) Sampling a state xrand: The first step to construct the
tree T is to sample a state xrand ∈ WNfree. We generate
independently one sample fromWfree for each robot and stack
these samples to construct xrand. Any distribution can be used
to get xrand as long as it is bounded away from zero on Wfree.
2) Constructing a state xnew ∈ WNfree: Given the state
xrand ∈ WNfree, we construct the state xnew ∈ WNfree. To do
so, we first find the set QnearestP ⊆ VT , which consists of
nodes qnearestP = (x
nearest, qnearestB ) ∈ VT , that are the closest
to xrand in terms of a given distance function [line 5, Alg. 2].
Here we employ the Euclidean distance. Note that QnearestP may
include multiple nodes with the same xnearest but different
qnearestB . We identify the nodes in QnearestP using the function
Nearest :WNfree → VT defined as
Nearest(xrand) = argmin
qP∈VT
∥∥∥xrand − qP |WNfree∥∥∥,
where (·)|(·) stands for the projection, i.e., qP |WNfree ∈ WNfree.
Next, given the state xnearest ∈ WNfree, we construct the state
xnew ∈ WNfree using the function Steer :WNfree×WNfree →WN
Algorithm 2: Function [T , P] =
ConstructTree(Qgoal, PTS, B, q0P , nmax)
1 VT = {q0P }; ET = ∅; Cost(q0P ) = 0; xnew = x0;
2 for n = 1 : 1 : nmax do
3 while xnew 6∈ WNfree do
4 xrand = Sample(Wfree);
5 QnearestP = Nearest(T ,xrand);
6 xnew = Steer(xnearest,xrand);
7 QnearP = Near(xnew, T ) ∪QnearestP ;
8 for b = 1 : |QB | do
9 qnewB = QB(b), qnewP = (xnew, qnewB );
10 [T ,added] = Extend(qnewP ,QnearP , T );
11 if added = 1 then
12 [T ,Cost] = Rewire(qnewP ,QnearP , T );
13 P = VT ∩Qgoal;
14 return T ,P;
[line 6, Alg. 2], which ensures that a robot can be driven to
xnew from xnearest within a given period of time. Specifically,
the state xnew is within distance at most η > 0 from
xnearest, i.e., ‖xnearest − xnew‖ ≤ η, where η is user-specified,
and should also satisfy
∥∥xnew − xrand∥∥ ≤ ∥∥xnearest − xrand∥∥.
Furthermore, we check if xnew lies in the obstacle-free space,
i.e., xnew ∈ WNfree. If not, we return to the Sample step.
3) Constructing the node set QnearP : Given xnew ∈ WNfree,
we construct the set QnearP ⊆ VT [line 7, Alg. 2] that is the
union of the set QnearestP and the set
Near(xnew, T ) = {qP =(x, qB) ∈ VT |
‖x− xnew‖ ≤ rn(VT )}, (5)
which collects nodes that lie within a certain distance rn(VT )
from xnew, where the connection radius rn(VT ) is selected as
rn(VT ) = min
{
γTL-RRT∗
( log |[VT ]∼|
|[VT ]∼|
) 1
dim+1
, η
}
. (6)
In (6), η > 0, and [VT ]∼ is the equivalence class defined as
[VT ]∼ = {x | (x, qB) ∈ VT ,∀qB ∈ QB}, i.e., [VT ]∼ collects
all x’s appearing in the tree. Also, | · | is the cardinality of a
set, dim is the dimension of the product workspace WN , i.e.,
dim = d ·N , and γTL-RRT∗ is a constant as
γTL-RRT∗ ≥ (2 + θ)
( (1 + /4)J(τ∗)
(dim+ 1)θ(1− κ) ·
µ(WNfree)
ζdim
) 1
dim+1
, (7)
where  ∈ (0, 1), θ ∈ (0, 1/4), κ ∈ (0, 1), τ∗ is the optimal
path, τ∗,pre for the prefix part and τ∗,suf for the suffix part,
µ(WNfree) is the measure of WNfree, and ζdim is the volume of
the unit sphere in Rdim. The lower bound of γTL-RRT∗ is the
same as that in [47] and will be discussed in Theorem 6.5.
After obtaining xnew and QnearP , we pair a Bu¨chi state qnewB
with xnew to construct a state qnewP = (x
new, qnewB ) which
will be examined if it can be added to the tree T through
nodes in QnearP . The addition is accomplished by the function
Extend described in Alg. 3. This procedure is repeated for
all states (xnew,QB(b)) [line 8, Alg. 2], where QB(b) denotes
the b-th state in the set QB for b ∈ [|QB |], assuming an
arbitrary enumeration of the elements in QB [line 9, Alg. 2].
Appending qnewB = QB(b) to xnew, we construct the state
qnewP = (x
new, qnewB ). In what follows, we describe the function
Extend for a given state qnewP , which is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Algorithm 3: Function Extend(qnewP ,QnearP , T )
1 added = 0; c =∞;
2 for all qnearP = (xnear, qnearB ) ∈ QnearP do
3 if xnear → xnew ∧ (qnearB , L(xnear), qnewB ) ∈→B then
4 c′ = Cost(qnearP ) + C(x
near,xnew);
5 if c′ ≤ c then
6 added = 1; qminP = q
near
P ;
7 c = c′; Cost(qnewP ) = c
′;
8 if added = 1 then
9 VT = VT ∪ {qnewP }, ET = ET ∪ {(qminP , qnewP )} ;
10 return T , added;
q0P
qnewP
r(VT )
qnearestP
xrand
qminP
QP =WN ⇥QB
Fig. 1. Graphical depiction of Alg. 3. The black square is the root of the
tree and the gray and red disks represent nodes in the set VT . Black arrows
represent transitions captured by ET . The green disk stands for the state xrand
generated by function Sample. The blue diamond and the red disk stand for
the states qnewP and q
nearest
P , respectively. The dashed blue arrow represents the
new edge that will be added to the set ET after the execution of Alg. 3.
4) Extending T towards qnewP : In lines 2-7 of Alg. 3, we
select the parent of the state qnewP among QnearP . Specifically, for
each state qnearP = (x
near, qnearB ) ∈ QnearP , we check (i) if xnear →
xnew, and (ii) if (qnearB , L(x
near), qnewB ) ∈→B [line 3, Alg. 3]. In
words, we check whether qnearP is a candidate parent of q
new
P .
If so, the cost of the state qnewP is Cost(q
near
P )+C(x
near,xnew)
[line 4, Alg. 3], where Cost(qnearP ) is the cost of reaching q
near
P
from q0P , and C(x
near,xnew) from (1) is the cost of reaching
qnewP from q
near
P . Among all candidate parents q
near
P of q
new
P ,
we pick the one that incurs the minimum cost Cost(qnewP ),
denoted by qminP [lines 5-7, Alg. 3]. If the set of candidate
parents is not empty, then the sets VT , ET are updated as:
VT = VT ∪ {qnewP } and ET = ET ∪ {(qminP , qnewP )} [lines 9,
Alg. 3]. If qnewP is added to VT , the rewiring process follows.
5) Rewiring through qnewP : Once a new state q
new
P =
(xnew, qnewB ) has been added to the tree, we rewire the nodes
in qnearP ∈ QnearP through the node qnewP [line 12, Alg. 2] if this
will decrease the cost Cost(qnearP ), i.e., if this will decrease
the cost of reaching the node qnearP starting from the root q
0
P .
The rewiring process is described in Alg. 4; see also Fig. 2.
Specifically, for each qnearP ∈ QnearP , we first check if a
transition from qnewP to q
near
P is feasible, i.e., if x
new → xnear
and if (qnewB , L(x
new), qnearB ) ∈→B . If so, then we check
if the cost of qnearP will decrease due to rewiring through
qnewP , i.e., if Cost(q
near
P ) > Cost(q
new
P ) + C(x
new,xnear)
[line 3, Alg. 4]. If so, then the cost of qnearP is updated
as Cost(qnewP ) + C(x
new,xnear) [line 4, Alg. 4], and the
parent of qnearP becomes the node q
new
P [line 5-6, Alg. 4],
where the function Parent : VT → VT maps a node
Algorithm 4: Function Rewire(qnewP ,QnearP , T )
1 for all qnearP = (xnearP , qnearB ) ∈ QnearP do
2 if xnew → xnear ∧ (qnewB , L(xnew), qnearB ) ∈→B then
3 if Cost(qnearP ) > Cost(qnewP ) + C(xnew,xnear)
then
4 Cost(qnearP ) = Cost(q
new
P ) + C(x
new,xnear);
5 ET = ET \ {(Parent(qnearP ), qnearP )};
6 ET = ET ∪ {(qnewP , qnearP )};
7 return T , Cost;
q0P
qnewP
r(VT )
qnearestP
qminP
QP =WN ⇥QB
Fig. 2. Graphical depiction of Alg. 4. The dashed gray arrow stands for the
edge that will be deleted from the set ET and the thick red arrow stands for
the new edge that will be added to ET during the execution of Alg. 4.
to the unique parent node. By convention, we assume that
Parent(q0P ) = q
0
P , where q
0
P is the root of the tree T .
6) Computing paths: The construction of the tree T ends
after npremax iterations, where n
pre
max is user-specified [line 2,
Alg. 2]. Then we construct the set P = VT ∩ Qpregoal [line 13,
Alg. 2] that collects all states qP ∈ VT that belong to the goal
regionQpregoal. Given the tree T and the set P [line 4, Alg. 1], we
can compute the prefix plans [lines 5-6, Alg. 1]. In particular,
the path that connects the a-th state in the set P , denoted
by P(a), to the root q0P constitutes the a-th prefix plan and is
denoted by τ pre,a [line 6, Alg. 1]. To computate τ pre,a, only the
parent of each node in T is required, due to the tree structure
of T . Notice that the computational complexity of computing
the prefix plan τ pre,a in the tree T is O(|VT |). On the other
hand, if the product state-space WN ×QB was searched by a
graph G = {V, E} of arbitrary structure, as in [40]–[42], then
the computational complexity of the Dijkstra algorithm to find
the optimal plan τ pre,a that connects the state P(a) to the root
would be O(|E|+|V| log(|V|)), where |E|+|V| log(|V|) > |V|.
B. Construction of Suffix Plans
Once the prefix plans τ pre,a are constructed, the construction
of the respective suffix plans τ suf,a follows [lines 7-18, Alg. 1].
The suffix plan τ suf,a is a sequence of states in WNfree × QB
that starts from the state P(a), a ∈ [|P|], and ends at the same
state P(a), i.e., a cycle around state P(a). Projection of this
sequence on WNfree gives the suffix plan τ suf,a; see Fig. 3.
For this purpose, we build a tree T = {VT , ET ,Cost}
similarly as in Section IV-A. The only differences are that: (i)
the root of the tree is now q0P = P(a), i.e., the accepting state
[line 8, Alg. 1] detected during the construction of the prefix
qP 2 Sa
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Fig. 3. Graphical depiction of detecting cycles around an accepting state
P(a) (black square) which acts as the root of the tree. The red diamonds
stand for states qP ∈ Qsufgoal ∩VT = Sa. Solid red arrows stand for the plans
that connect the states qP ∈ Sa to the root P(a). The dashed red arrows
imply that a transition from qP to P(a) is feasible; however, such transitions
are not included in the set ET . The detected cycles around the final state
P(a) is illustrated by solid and dashed red arrows.
plans, (ii) the goal region, given the root q0P , is defined as
Qsufgoal(q0P ) = {qP = (x, qB) ∈ WNfree ×QB |
(qB , L(x), qP |0QB ) ∈→B ∧ x→ q0P |WNfree}, (8)
i.e., it collects all states qP from which a transition to
the root q0P is feasible, but this transition will not be in-
cluded in ET .4 Note that before constructing trees to com-
pute suffix plans, we first check if q0P ∈ Qsufgoal, i.e., if
(q0P |QB , L(q0P |WNfree), q0P |QB ) ∈→B [line 10, Alg. 1]. If so, the
tree T is trivial, as it consists of only the root, and a loop
around it with zero cost [line 11, Alg. 1].If q0P /∈ Qsufgoal, then
the tree T is constructed by Alg. 2 [line 14, Alg. 1].
Once a tree rooted at q0P = P(a) is constructed, a set Sa ⊆
VT is constructed that collects all states qP ∈ VT ∩Qsufgoal(q0P )
[lines 15-16, Alg. 1]. Then for each state qP ∈ Sa, there
exists a suffix plan, denoted by τ suf,ea , ∀e ∈ [|Sa|], and we
compute the cost J(τ suf,ea ) using J(τ
suf,e
a ) = Cost(Sa(e)) +
C(Sa(e)|WNfree q0P |WNfree), where Sa(e) denotes the e-th state inSa. Among all detected suffix plans τ suf,ea associated with the
accepting state P(a), we pick the one with the minimum cost,
which constitutes the suffix plan τ suf,a [lines 17-18, Alg. 1].
This process is repeated for a ∈ [|P|] [line 7, Alg. 1].
C. Construction of the Optimal Discrete Plan
By construction, any plan τa = τ pre,a[τ suf,a]ω , with Sa 6= ∅,
a ∈ {1, . . . , |P|} satisfies the global LTL specification φ. The
cost J(τa) of each plan τa is defined in (3).Among all plans
τa |= φ, we pick the one with the smallest cost J(τa) denoted
by τ = τa
∗
, where a∗ = argminaJ(τ
a) [lines 19-20, Alg. 1].
Remark 4.1: The plan τ satisfies the LTL formula if all
robots move synchronously by reaching next locations at
the same time. Note that this plan can also be executed
asynchronously by using the method in [20]. For this, we can
construct a simplified discrete transition system for each robot
that only contains states that belong to the robot’s discrete plan
and transitions that connect consecutive states in the robot’s
discrete plan. Then, we can use these simplified transition
systems to generate an asynchronous execution as in [20].
4When implementing the designed plan, there is no need for robots to return
to the same waypoint to restart the suffix part. Instead, it suffices that the
robots return to a neighborhood of that waypoint sharing same observation.
Algorithm 5: Changes made to Alg. 2
1 while xnew 6∈ WNfree do
2 [xrand, qclosestP ] = BiasedSample(W, T );
3 xnew = Steer(xclosest,xrand);
4 QnearP = Near(xnew, T ) ∪ {qclosestP };
V. BIASED SAMPLING METHOD
In this section, we propose a biased sampling method that
biases the construction of the tree towards shortest paths, in
terms of the number of transitions, to the final states in the
NBA to accelerate the construction of low-cost feasible plans.
We call this method biased TL-RRT∗. Intuitively, the biased
TL-RRT∗ extends more often nodes in the tree that are closer
to accepting states and the new nodes (xnew, qnewB ) that are
added to the tree are such that any subsequent nodes added to
the tree via them are even closer to the accepting states.
To this end, similar to [30], [31], we first prune the NBA by
removing infeasible transitions. Specifically, a transition from
a state qB to q′B is infeasible if it is enabled by a propositional
formula, e.g., pi`ji ∧ pi`ki , that requires a robot to be present at
more than one disjoint regions simultaneously.
Moreover, we define a distance function ρ : QB×QB → N
between any two Bu¨chi states in the NBA, which captures the
minimum number of transitions in the pruned NBA
ρ(qB , q
′
B) =
{
|SPqB ,q′B |, if SPqB ,q′B exists,
∞, otherwise, (9)
where SPqB ,q′B denotes the shortest path in the pruned NBA
from qB to q′B and |SPqB ,q′B | is the number of hops/transitions
in this shortest path. Using this metric, we can define a feasible
accepting Bu¨chi state qFB ∈ QFB as (i) ρ(q0B , qFB) 6= ∞ and
(ii) ρ(qFB , q
F
B) 6= ∞. If there are multiple feasible accepting
states, we randomly select one, denoted by qF,feasB , and use it
throughout Alg. 2. Moreover, given the tree T , we define the
set Dmin ⊆ VT that collects the nodes qP ∈ VT which have
the minimum distance ρ(qB , q
F,feas
B ). Intuitively, these nodes
are the “closest” to the accepting states that have Bu¨chi state
qF,feasB . More details can be found in [30], [31]. Alternatively,
a distance metric over automata can also be defined in terms
of the number of sets of atomic propositions that still need to
be satisfied until reaching an accepting state [48]. Note that
any distance metric over automata can be used with our biased
sampling method.
A. Construction of Prefix Plans
The biased sampling-based algorithm for the prefix plans
is similar to Alg. 2 except that the selection of xrand and
the construction of the set QnearP [lines 3-7, Alg. 2] are now
determined by Alg. 5. To sample a state xrand, we employ the
function BiasedSample in Alg. 6; see also Fig. 4.
1) Selection of qclosestP = (x
closest, qclosestB ) ∈ VT [line 1,
Alg. 6]: We select a node qclosestP from the tree to expand.
Specifically, selection of qclosestP is biased towards nodes that
are closer to the accepting states, i.e., nodes in the set Dmin.
First, we sort the set Dmin in the opposite order in which they
were added to the tree. Then the point qclosestP is sampled from
a discrete probability function fclosest(qP |VT ,Dmin) : VT →
[0, 1], defined as:
fclosest(qP = i | VT ,Dmin) (10)
=
{
pclosestPUG(qP = i; 1|Dmin| ), if i ∈ Dmin
(1− pclosest)PUG(qP = i; 1|VT \Dmin| ), if i ∈ VT \ Dmin.
where pclosest ∈ (0.5, 1) is a user-specified parameter denoting
the probability of selecting any node in Dmin to be qclosestP .
PUG denotes the UG distribution [49], which compounds the
uniform and geometric distributions. Given a countably infinite
set N+ and a parameter p such that 0 < p < 1, the probability
mass function of a UG distribution is defined as
PUG(qP = i; p) =
∞∑
n=i
1
n
p(1− p)n−1, i ∈ N+. (11)
To apply the UG distribution to Dmin, we compute the
probability for qP ∈ [|Dmin|] and then normalize so that the
probabilities add to 1. The UG distribution has the property:
PUG(qP = i+ 1) = PUG(qP = i)− p(1− p)
i−1
i
, (12)
where PUG(qP = 1) = −p log p1−p . We have PUG(qP = i+ 1) <
PUG(qP = i) and PUG(qP = i+ 1) approaches PUG(qP = i),
∀i ∈ N+, as p goes to 0. Thus, the UG distribution in (11)
approximates a uniform distribution in the limit. Since the
UG distribution is unimodal with a mode of 1, sorting the
nodes in the opposite order makes the probability that a newly-
added node is selected as qclosestP slightly larger compared to
nodes that were added before, accelerating the expansion of
the tree. The reason we prefer UG distribution to the uniform
distribution is that the latter is ill-defined over an infinite set,
which occurs when the node size goes to infinity.
2) Selection of qminB ∈ QB: Next, given qclosestP , we construct
the reachable set RB(qclosestB ) that collects states qB ∈ QB
that can be reached in one hop from qclosestB given the label
L(xclosest). [line 2, Alg. 6], i.e.,
RB(qclosestB ) = {qB ∈ QB | (qclosestB , L(xclosest), qB) ∈→B}. (13)
The set RB(qclosestB ) contains all states in QB that will appear
in the new node qnewP if it is added to the tree through q
closest
P , no
matther what xnew is. When the node qclosestP is a dead end, that
is, the plan from the root to qclosestP violates the specification,
we have RB(qclosestB ) = ∅. Otherwise, if RB(qclosestB ) is not
empty, then we construct the set RminB (qclosestB ) that collects the
states qB ∈ RB(qclosestB ) that are the closest to qF,feasB in terms
of the number of hops, i.e.,
RminB (qclosestB ) = {qB ∈ RB(qclosestB ) |
ρ(qB , q
F,feas
B ) = min
q′
B
∈RB(qclosestB )
ρ(q′B , q
F,feas
B )}.
For every candidate Bu¨chi state qc,minB ∈ RminB (qclosestB ), we
construct the set RdecrB (qc,minB ) ⊆ QB that collects states
qB ∈ QB , for which (i) qc,minB can transition to qB in one hop
in the pruned NBA, and (ii) qB is closer to q
F,feas
B than q
c,min
B .
Then, we collect all states qc,minB ∈ RminB (qclosestB ) that satisfy
RdecrB (qc,minB ) 6= ∅ in the set M(qclosestB ) [line 4, Alg. 6], i.e.,
M(qclosestB ) = {qc,minB ∈ RminB (qclosestB ) |RdecrB (qc,minB ) 6= ∅}. (14)
If a new node qnewP with q
new
B ∈ M(qclosestB ) ⊆ RB(qclosestB ) is
connected to the tree via qclosestP , in future iterations, we can
further extend this qnewP to another new node with the Bu¨chi
state in RdecrB (qnewB ) that is closer to an accepting state.
Finally, after ordering M(qclosestB ) as in step 1) if it is not
empty, we select a Bu¨chi state qminB ∈ M(qclosestB ) [line 6,
Algorithm 6: Function BiasedSample(W, T )
1 Sample qclosestP = (x
closest, qclosestB ) ∈ VT by (10);
2 Compute the reachable set RB(qclosestB ) by (13);
3 if RB(qclosestB ) 6= ∅ then
4 Compute M(qclosestB ) ⊆ RB(qclosestB ) by (14);
5 if M(qclosestB ) 6= ∅ then
6 Sample qminB ∈M(qclosestB ) by (15);
7 Sample qdecrB ∈ RdecrB (qminB ) by (16);
8 Select pi∗ enabling qminB →B qdecrB ;
9 Sample xrand = [xrand,T1 , . . . ,x
rand,T
N ]
T by (17);
10 else
11 return xrand = ∅, qclosestP = ∅;
12 else
13 return xrand = ∅, qclosestP = ∅ ;
14 return xrand, qclosestP ;
Alg. 6] from a discrete distribution fminB (qB |M(qclosestB )) :
M(qclosestB )→ [0, 1] defined as, ∀i ∈M(qclosestB ),
fminB (qB = i|M(qclosestB )) = PUG(qB = i; 1/|M(qclosestB )|). (15)
3) Selection of qdecrB ∈ RdecrB (qminB ): Given the state qminB , we
sample a state qdecrB ∈ RdecrB (qminB ) [line 7, Alg. 6] from a given
discrete distribution f decrB (qB |RdecrB (qminB )) : RdecrB (qminB ) →
[0, 1] defined as, ∀i ∈ RdecrB (qminB ),
f decrB (qB = i|RdecrB (qminB )) = PUG(qB = i; 1/|RdecrB (qminB )|). (16)
Therefore, we have built a sequence of transitions qclosestB →B
qminB →B qdecrB towards the accepting state qF,feasB . Note that
qclosestP belongs to the tree, and q
min
B will appear in q
new
P if q
new
P
is added to the tree via qclosestP . Next, our goal is to sample x
new
that enables the transition qminB →B qdecrB . If qnewP is selected as
qclosestP , another node with Bu¨chi state q
decr
B will be added to
the tree growing it further towards the accepting states.
4) Sampling of xrand ∈ W: Given states qminB and qdecrB , we
select a propositional formula pi∗ such that qminB
pi∗−→B qdecrB in
the NBA [line 8, Alg. 6]. For this, we convert the condition
enabling the transition from qminB to q
decr
B in the disjunctive
normal form of
∨∧
pi
`j
i , that is, q
min
B
∨∧
pi
`j
i−−−−−→ qdecrB , and
we select one clause
∧
pi
`j
i randomly or the one with the
minimum length to be pi∗. Next, we construct a set L whose i-
th element L(i) denotes the labeled region that robot i should
visit according to the symbol pi`ji in pi
∗. Note that L(i) may
not appear in pi∗. If L(i) is an empty symbol, denoted by ∗,
then robot i can be anywhere. In this case, with probability
pidle, we allow robot i to stay at its current location to incur
zero cost; otherwise, robot i moves to any other reachable
location. If pi`ji appears in pi
∗, then with high probability we
draw one sample fromWfree that is closer to the location xL(i)i
associated with L(i) = `j than xclosesti is. As a distance metric
we employ the geodesic distance [50]. In order for robot i to
reach xL(i)i fast, it should head towards the second vertex in
this shortest path, denoted by xtargeti = SPxclosesti ,xL(i)i
(2), where
SP
xclosesti ,x
L(i)
i
denotes the shortest geodesic path from xclosesti
to xL(i)i ; see Fig. 4. Given x
target
i , we select x
rand
i as
xrandi = 1[Y≤yrand] x
rand,1
i + 1[Y >yrand] x
rand,2
i , (17)
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<latexit sha1_base64="hc+K6B1p9Xa08De07yIPbOwCuDI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSKIh5KIoMeiF48VTFtoY9lsN+3 SzSbsToQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eCwaZJMM+6zRCa6HVLDpVDcR4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHt1O/9cS1EYl6wHHKg5gOlIgEo2glv5uKx/NeperW3BnIMvEKUoUCjV7lq9tPWBZzhUxSYzqem2KQU42CST4pdzPDU8pGdMA7lioacxPk s2Mn5NQqfRIl2pZCMlN/T+Q0NmYch7Yzpjg0i95U/M/rZBhdB7lQaYZcsfmiKJMEEzL9nPSF5gzl2BLKtLC3EjakmjK0+ZRtCN7iy8ukeVHz3Jp3f1mt3xRxlOAYTuAMPLiCOtxBA3xgIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58zFtXnGLmCP7A+fwBaoaOaQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hc+K6B1p9Xa08De07yIPbOwCuDI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSKIh5KIoMeiF48VTFtoY9lsN+3 SzSbsToQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eCwaZJMM+6zRCa6HVLDpVDcR4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHt1O/9cS1EYl6wHHKg5gOlIgEo2glv5uKx/NeperW3BnIMvEKUoUCjV7lq9tPWBZzhUxSYzqem2KQU42CST4pdzPDU8pGdMA7lioacxPk s2Mn5NQqfRIl2pZCMlN/T+Q0NmYch7Yzpjg0i95U/M/rZBhdB7lQaYZcsfmiKJMEEzL9nPSF5gzl2BLKtLC3EjakmjK0+ZRtCN7iy8ukeVHz3Jp3f1mt3xRxlOAYTuAMPLiCOtxBA3xgIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58zFtXnGLmCP7A+fwBaoaOaQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hc+K6B1p9Xa08De07yIPbOwCuDI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSKIh5KIoMeiF48VTFtoY9lsN+3 SzSbsToQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eCwaZJMM+6zRCa6HVLDpVDcR4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHt1O/9cS1EYl6wHHKg5gOlIgEo2glv5uKx/NeperW3BnIMvEKUoUCjV7lq9tPWBZzhUxSYzqem2KQU42CST4pdzPDU8pGdMA7lioacxPk s2Mn5NQqfRIl2pZCMlN/T+Q0NmYch7Yzpjg0i95U/M/rZBhdB7lQaYZcsfmiKJMEEzL9nPSF5gzl2BLKtLC3EjakmjK0+ZRtCN7iy8ukeVHz3Jp3f1mt3xRxlOAYTuAMPLiCOtxBA3xgIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58zFtXnGLmCP7A+fwBaoaOaQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hc+K6B1p9Xa08De07yIPbOwCuDI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSKIh5KIoMeiF48VTFtoY9lsN+3 SzSbsToQS+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MJXCoOt+Oyura+sbm6Wt8vbO7t5+5eCwaZJMM+6zRCa6HVLDpVDcR4GSt1PNaRxK3gpHt1O/9cS1EYl6wHHKg5gOlIgEo2glv5uKx/NeperW3BnIMvEKUoUCjV7lq9tPWBZzhUxSYzqem2KQU42CST4pdzPDU8pGdMA7lioacxPk s2Mn5NQqfRIl2pZCMlN/T+Q0NmYch7Yzpjg0i95U/M/rZBhdB7lQaYZcsfmiKJMEEzL9nPSF5gzl2BLKtLC3EjakmjK0+ZRtCN7iy8ukeVHz3Jp3f1mt3xRxlOAYTuAMPLiCOtxBA3xgIOAZXuHNUc6L8+58zFtXnGLmCP7A+fwBaoaOaQ==</latexit>
↵
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xrand,1i<latexit sha1_base64="FhHqXYaqTVE83qr6i3pf2nhipHc=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71ECyCBymJCHosevFYwX5AG8Nms2mXbjZhdyItIRcv/hUvHhTx6n/w5r9x0/agrQ8GHu/NMDPPTz hTYNvfRmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t4xd/daKk4loU0S81h2fKwoZ4I2gQGnnURSHPmctv3hdeG3H6hULBZ3ME6oG+G+YCEjGLTkmYe9CMPAD7NR7rH7rAd0BJnEIshPndwzq3bNnsBaJM6MVNEMDc/86gUxSSMqgHCsVNexE3AzLIERTvNKL1U0wWSI+7SrqcARVW42+SK3jrUSWGEsdQmwJurviQxHSo0jX3cWN6t5rxD/87ophJduxkSSAhVkuihMuQWxVURiBUxSAnysCSaS6VstMsASE9DBVXQIzvzLi6R1VnPsmnN7Xq 1fzeIoowN0hE6Qgy5QHd2gBmoigh7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx/T1pIxm9lHf2B8/gCP5Jk6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FhHqXYaqTVE83qr6i3pf2nhipHc=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71ECyCBymJCHosevFYwX5AG8Nms2mXbjZhdyItIRcv/hUvHhTx6n/w5r9x0/agrQ8GHu/NMDPPTz hTYNvfRmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t4xd/daKk4loU0S81h2fKwoZ4I2gQGnnURSHPmctv3hdeG3H6hULBZ3ME6oG+G+YCEjGLTkmYe9CMPAD7NR7rH7rAd0BJnEIshPndwzq3bNnsBaJM6MVNEMDc/86gUxSSMqgHCsVNexE3AzLIERTvNKL1U0wWSI+7SrqcARVW42+SK3jrUSWGEsdQmwJurviQxHSo0jX3cWN6t5rxD/87ophJduxkSSAhVkuihMuQWxVURiBUxSAnysCSaS6VstMsASE9DBVXQIzvzLi6R1VnPsmnN7Xq 1fzeIoowN0hE6Qgy5QHd2gBmoigh7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx/T1pIxm9lHf2B8/gCP5Jk6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FhHqXYaqTVE83qr6i3pf2nhipHc=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71ECyCBymJCHosevFYwX5AG8Nms2mXbjZhdyItIRcv/hUvHhTx6n/w5r9x0/agrQ8GHu/NMDPPTz hTYNvfRmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t4xd/daKk4loU0S81h2fKwoZ4I2gQGnnURSHPmctv3hdeG3H6hULBZ3ME6oG+G+YCEjGLTkmYe9CMPAD7NR7rH7rAd0BJnEIshPndwzq3bNnsBaJM6MVNEMDc/86gUxSSMqgHCsVNexE3AzLIERTvNKL1U0wWSI+7SrqcARVW42+SK3jrUSWGEsdQmwJurviQxHSo0jX3cWN6t5rxD/87ophJduxkSSAhVkuihMuQWxVURiBUxSAnysCSaS6VstMsASE9DBVXQIzvzLi6R1VnPsmnN7Xq 1fzeIoowN0hE6Qgy5QHd2gBmoigh7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx/T1pIxm9lHf2B8/gCP5Jk6</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FhHqXYaqTVE83qr6i3pf2nhipHc=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh71ECyCBymJCHosevFYwX5AG8Nms2mXbjZhdyItIRcv/hUvHhTx6n/w5r9x0/agrQ8GHu/NMDPPTz hTYNvfRmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t4xd/daKk4loU0S81h2fKwoZ4I2gQGnnURSHPmctv3hdeG3H6hULBZ3ME6oG+G+YCEjGLTkmYe9CMPAD7NR7rH7rAd0BJnEIshPndwzq3bNnsBaJM6MVNEMDc/86gUxSSMqgHCsVNexE3AzLIERTvNKL1U0wWSI+7SrqcARVW42+SK3jrUSWGEsdQmwJurviQxHSo0jX3cWN6t5rxD/87ophJduxkSSAhVkuihMuQWxVURiBUxSAnysCSaS6VstMsASE9DBVXQIzvzLi6R1VnPsmnN7Xq 1fzeIoowN0hE6Qgy5QHd2gBmoigh7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx/T1pIxm9lHf2B8/gCP5Jk6</latexit>
xrand,2i<latexit sha1_base64="tvakRn2daog8l78nmnyWEGnBUxo=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdamLwSK4kJIUQZdFNy4r2Ae0NUwmk3boZBJmbqQlZOPGX3HjQhG3/oM7/8bpY6GtBy4czrmXe+/xE8E1O M63tbS8srq2Xtgobm5t7+zae/sNHaeKsjqNRaxaPtFMcMnqwEGwVqIYiXzBmv7geuw3H5jSPJZ3MEpYNyI9yUNOCRjJs486EYG+H2bD3OP3WQfYEDJFZJCfVXLPLjllZwK8SNwZKaEZap791QlimkZMAhVE67brJNDNiAJOBcuLnVSzhNAB6bG2oZJETHezyRc5PjFKgMNYmZKAJ+rviYxEWo8i33SOb9bz3lj8z2unEF52My6TFJik00VhKjDEeBwJDrhiFMTIEEIVN7di2ieKUDDBFU0I7vzLi6RRKbtO2b09L1WvZnEU0C E6RqfIRReoim5QDdURRY/oGb2iN+vJerHerY9p65I1mzlAf2B9/gCRaZk7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tvakRn2daog8l78nmnyWEGnBUxo=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdamLwSK4kJIUQZdFNy4r2Ae0NUwmk3boZBJmbqQlZOPGX3HjQhG3/oM7/8bpY6GtBy4czrmXe+/xE8E1O M63tbS8srq2Xtgobm5t7+zae/sNHaeKsjqNRaxaPtFMcMnqwEGwVqIYiXzBmv7geuw3H5jSPJZ3MEpYNyI9yUNOCRjJs486EYG+H2bD3OP3WQfYEDJFZJCfVXLPLjllZwK8SNwZKaEZap791QlimkZMAhVE67brJNDNiAJOBcuLnVSzhNAB6bG2oZJETHezyRc5PjFKgMNYmZKAJ+rviYxEWo8i33SOb9bz3lj8z2unEF52My6TFJik00VhKjDEeBwJDrhiFMTIEEIVN7di2ieKUDDBFU0I7vzLi6RRKbtO2b09L1WvZnEU0C E6RqfIRReoim5QDdURRY/oGb2iN+vJerHerY9p65I1mzlAf2B9/gCRaZk7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tvakRn2daog8l78nmnyWEGnBUxo=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdamLwSK4kJIUQZdFNy4r2Ae0NUwmk3boZBJmbqQlZOPGX3HjQhG3/oM7/8bpY6GtBy4czrmXe+/xE8E1O M63tbS8srq2Xtgobm5t7+zae/sNHaeKsjqNRaxaPtFMcMnqwEGwVqIYiXzBmv7geuw3H5jSPJZ3MEpYNyI9yUNOCRjJs486EYG+H2bD3OP3WQfYEDJFZJCfVXLPLjllZwK8SNwZKaEZap791QlimkZMAhVE67brJNDNiAJOBcuLnVSzhNAB6bG2oZJETHezyRc5PjFKgMNYmZKAJ+rviYxEWo8i33SOb9bz3lj8z2unEF52My6TFJik00VhKjDEeBwJDrhiFMTIEEIVN7di2ieKUDDBFU0I7vzLi6RRKbtO2b09L1WvZnEU0C E6RqfIRReoim5QDdURRY/oGb2iN+vJerHerY9p65I1mzlAf2B9/gCRaZk7</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tvakRn2daog8l78nmnyWEGnBUxo=">AAACBXicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdamLwSK4kJIUQZdFNy4r2Ae0NUwmk3boZBJmbqQlZOPGX3HjQhG3/oM7/8bpY6GtBy4czrmXe+/xE8E1O M63tbS8srq2Xtgobm5t7+zae/sNHaeKsjqNRaxaPtFMcMnqwEGwVqIYiXzBmv7geuw3H5jSPJZ3MEpYNyI9yUNOCRjJs486EYG+H2bD3OP3WQfYEDJFZJCfVXLPLjllZwK8SNwZKaEZap791QlimkZMAhVE67brJNDNiAJOBcuLnVSzhNAB6bG2oZJETHezyRc5PjFKgMNYmZKAJ+rviYxEWo8i33SOb9bz3lj8z2unEF52My6TFJik00VhKjDEeBwJDrhiFMTIEEIVN7di2ieKUDDBFU0I7vzLi6RRKbtO2b09L1WvZnEU0C E6RqfIRReoim5QDdURRY/oGb2iN+vJerHerY9p65I1mzlAf2B9/gCRaZk7</latexit>
xclosesti<latexit sha1_base64="y8MMFA5RS4kQQOppw+JZ3QpkSQ4=">AAACBnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aMIwSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkAby2Y7aZdusmF3Ii0hJy/+FS8eFPHqb/Dmv3Hb5qCtDw Ye780wM8+PBdfoON/W0vLK6tp6YaO4ubW9s1va229omSgGdSaFVC2fahA8gjpyFNCKFdDQF9D0h9cTv/kASnMZ3eE4Bi+k/YgHnFE0Urd01AkpDvwgHWVdfp92EEaYMiE1aMyybqnsVJwp7EXi5qRMctS6pa9OT7IkhAiZoFq3XSdGL6UKOROQFTuJhpiyIe1D29CIhqC9dPpGZp8YpWcHUpmK0J6qvydSGmo9Dn3TOTlaz3sT8T+vnWBw6aU8ihOEiM0WBYmwUdqTTOweV8BQjA2hT HFzq80GVFGGJrmiCcGdf3mRNM4qrlNxb8/L1as8jgI5JMfklLjkglTJDamROmHkkTyTV/JmPVkv1rv1MWtdsvKZA/IH1ucPPj+aPw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y8MMFA5RS4kQQOppw+JZ3QpkSQ4=">AAACBnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aMIwSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkAby2Y7aZdusmF3Ii0hJy/+FS8eFPHqb/Dmv3Hb5qCtDw Ye780wM8+PBdfoON/W0vLK6tp6YaO4ubW9s1va229omSgGdSaFVC2fahA8gjpyFNCKFdDQF9D0h9cTv/kASnMZ3eE4Bi+k/YgHnFE0Urd01AkpDvwgHWVdfp92EEaYMiE1aMyybqnsVJwp7EXi5qRMctS6pa9OT7IkhAiZoFq3XSdGL6UKOROQFTuJhpiyIe1D29CIhqC9dPpGZp8YpWcHUpmK0J6qvydSGmo9Dn3TOTlaz3sT8T+vnWBw6aU8ihOEiM0WBYmwUdqTTOweV8BQjA2hT HFzq80GVFGGJrmiCcGdf3mRNM4qrlNxb8/L1as8jgI5JMfklLjkglTJDamROmHkkTyTV/JmPVkv1rv1MWtdsvKZA/IH1ucPPj+aPw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y8MMFA5RS4kQQOppw+JZ3QpkSQ4=">AAACBnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aMIwSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkAby2Y7aZdusmF3Ii0hJy/+FS8eFPHqb/Dmv3Hb5qCtDw Ye780wM8+PBdfoON/W0vLK6tp6YaO4ubW9s1va229omSgGdSaFVC2fahA8gjpyFNCKFdDQF9D0h9cTv/kASnMZ3eE4Bi+k/YgHnFE0Urd01AkpDvwgHWVdfp92EEaYMiE1aMyybqnsVJwp7EXi5qRMctS6pa9OT7IkhAiZoFq3XSdGL6UKOROQFTuJhpiyIe1D29CIhqC9dPpGZp8YpWcHUpmK0J6qvydSGmo9Dn3TOTlaz3sT8T+vnWBw6aU8ihOEiM0WBYmwUdqTTOweV8BQjA2hT HFzq80GVFGGJrmiCcGdf3mRNM4qrlNxb8/L1as8jgI5JMfklLjkglTJDamROmHkkTyTV/JmPVkv1rv1MWtdsvKZA/IH1ucPPj+aPw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y8MMFA5RS4kQQOppw+JZ3QpkSQ4=">AAACBnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aMIwSJ4KokIeix68VjBfkAby2Y7aZdusmF3Ii0hJy/+FS8eFPHqb/Dmv3Hb5qCtDw Ye780wM8+PBdfoON/W0vLK6tp6YaO4ubW9s1va229omSgGdSaFVC2fahA8gjpyFNCKFdDQF9D0h9cTv/kASnMZ3eE4Bi+k/YgHnFE0Urd01AkpDvwgHWVdfp92EEaYMiE1aMyybqnsVJwp7EXi5qRMctS6pa9OT7IkhAiZoFq3XSdGL6UKOROQFTuJhpiyIe1D29CIhqC9dPpGZp8YpWcHUpmK0J6qvydSGmo9Dn3TOTlaz3sT8T+vnWBw6aU8ihOEiM0WBYmwUdqTTOweV8BQjA2hT HFzq80GVFGGJrmiCcGdf3mRNM4qrlNxb8/L1as8jgI5JMfklLjkglTJDamROmHkkTyTV/JmPVkv1rv1MWtdsvKZA/IH1ucPPj+aPw==</latexit>
xtargeti
<latexit sha1_base64="wOUI7OnVayfnQGuI796WvmtaLsY=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aMegkXwVBIR9Fj04rGC/YAmhs120i7dfLA7kZaQixf/ihcPinj1P3jz37htc9DWBwOP92aYm ecngiu0rG9jaXlldW29tFHe3Nre2a3s7bdUnEoGTRaLWHZ8qkDwCJrIUUAnkUBDX0DbH15P/PYDSMXj6A7HCbgh7Uc84IyilrzKkRNSHPhBNso9fp85CCPMkMo+YJ57lapVs6YwF4ldkCop0PAqX04vZmkIETJBleraVoJuRiVyJiAvO6mChLIh7UNX04iGoNxs+kVunmilZwax1BWhOVV/T2Q0VGoc+rpzcrOa9ybif143xeDSzXiUpAgRmy0KUmFibE4iMXtcAkMx1oQyyfWtJhtQSRnq4Mo6BHv+5UX SOqvZVs2+Pa/Wr4o4SuSQHJNTYpMLUic3pEGahJFH8kxeyZvxZLwY78bHrHXJKGYOyB8Ynz9aSZm/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wOUI7OnVayfnQGuI796WvmtaLsY=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aMegkXwVBIR9Fj04rGC/YAmhs120i7dfLA7kZaQixf/ihcPinj1P3jz37htc9DWBwOP92aYm ecngiu0rG9jaXlldW29tFHe3Nre2a3s7bdUnEoGTRaLWHZ8qkDwCJrIUUAnkUBDX0DbH15P/PYDSMXj6A7HCbgh7Uc84IyilrzKkRNSHPhBNso9fp85CCPMkMo+YJ57lapVs6YwF4ldkCop0PAqX04vZmkIETJBleraVoJuRiVyJiAvO6mChLIh7UNX04iGoNxs+kVunmilZwax1BWhOVV/T2Q0VGoc+rpzcrOa9ybif143xeDSzXiUpAgRmy0KUmFibE4iMXtcAkMx1oQyyfWtJhtQSRnq4Mo6BHv+5UX SOqvZVs2+Pa/Wr4o4SuSQHJNTYpMLUic3pEGahJFH8kxeyZvxZLwY78bHrHXJKGYOyB8Ynz9aSZm/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wOUI7OnVayfnQGuI796WvmtaLsY=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aMegkXwVBIR9Fj04rGC/YAmhs120i7dfLA7kZaQixf/ihcPinj1P3jz37htc9DWBwOP92aYm ecngiu0rG9jaXlldW29tFHe3Nre2a3s7bdUnEoGTRaLWHZ8qkDwCJrIUUAnkUBDX0DbH15P/PYDSMXj6A7HCbgh7Uc84IyilrzKkRNSHPhBNso9fp85CCPMkMo+YJ57lapVs6YwF4ldkCop0PAqX04vZmkIETJBleraVoJuRiVyJiAvO6mChLIh7UNX04iGoNxs+kVunmilZwax1BWhOVV/T2Q0VGoc+rpzcrOa9ybif143xeDSzXiUpAgRmy0KUmFibE4iMXtcAkMx1oQyyfWtJhtQSRnq4Mo6BHv+5UX SOqvZVs2+Pa/Wr4o4SuSQHJNTYpMLUic3pEGahJFH8kxeyZvxZLwY78bHrHXJKGYOyB8Ynz9aSZm/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wOUI7OnVayfnQGuI796WvmtaLsY=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aMegkXwVBIR9Fj04rGC/YAmhs120i7dfLA7kZaQixf/ihcPinj1P3jz37htc9DWBwOP92aYm ecngiu0rG9jaXlldW29tFHe3Nre2a3s7bdUnEoGTRaLWHZ8qkDwCJrIUUAnkUBDX0DbH15P/PYDSMXj6A7HCbgh7Uc84IyilrzKkRNSHPhBNso9fp85CCPMkMo+YJ57lapVs6YwF4ldkCop0PAqX04vZmkIETJBleraVoJuRiVyJiAvO6mChLIh7UNX04iGoNxs+kVunmilZwax1BWhOVV/T2Q0VGoc+rpzcrOa9ybif143xeDSzXiUpAgRmy0KUmFibE4iMXtcAkMx1oQyyfWtJhtQSRnq4Mo6BHv+5UX SOqvZVs2+Pa/Wr4o4SuSQHJNTYpMLUic3pEGahJFH8kxeyZvxZLwY78bHrHXJKGYOyB8Ynz9aSZm/</latexit>
W
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Fig. 4. Graphical depiction of the proposed biased sampling for robot i. The
left part demonstrates the generation of the sequence qclosestB →B qminB →B
qdecrB (highlighted in orange) in the NBA and the right part illustrates how
xrand ∈ W is sampled based on xclosest. In the left part, next to each state
qB ∈ QB , we show the distance ρ(qB , qF,feasB ) to the accepting state. The
relation between values k and m is that k−1 ≤ m. Given qminB and qdecrB , the
symbol pi∗ that enables this transition is used to sample xrand as shown at the
right part. L(i) is the labeled region where robot i should be to satisfy pi∗.
The path surrounded by light orange area is the shortest path from xclosesti
to xL(i)i generated by visibility graph. x
rand,1
i is the point generated by a
normal distribution, with distance d from xclosesti and angle α between two
thick arrow lines. xrand,2i is the point generated by a uniform distribution.
where Y ∈ [0, 1] is a random variable drawn from a uniform
distribution, yrand ∈ (0.5, 1) is a weighting factor, 1[Y≤yrand]
is an indicator variable which is 1 if the event {Y ≤ yrand}
occurs, otherwise 0. Also in (17), xrand,1i is a point following
a normal distribution centered at xtargeti and x
rand,2
i is a point
following a uniform distribution that is bounded away from
zero on Wfree. The fact that yrand is greater than 0.5 ensures
that xrandi is close to x
target
i with high probability. Specifically,
the relative position of xrand,1i with respect to x
closest
i can be
determined by two parameters in the 2D workspace.One is the
distance dist between xrand,1i and x
closest
i , and the other one is
the angle α formed by two line segments connecting xclosesti
with xrand,1i and x
target
i , respectively; see also Fig. 4. We use a
2-dimensional normal distribution to sample dist and α, with
mean µd, µα and standard deviation σd, σα, i.e.,
f(dist, α) =
1
2piσdistσα
exp
(
− 1
2
[dist2
σ2dist
+
α2
σ2α
])
.
Since the distance is non-negative, we use the absolute value
|dist| and α to obtain xrand,1i . To obtain xrand,2i , we draw a uni-
form sample from Wfree. If the dimension of the workspace is
3, we need three parameters, including one distance parameter
and two angle parameters. After obtaining xrandi by (17), we
construct xrand = [xrand,T1 , . . . ,x
rand,T
N ]
T [line 9, Alg. 6].
Finally, given xrand and qclosestP returned by Alg. 6, we
generate xnew using the Steer function that returns a location
that is closer to xrand than xclosest is. Then we add qclosestP to
set QnearP [lines 3-4, Alg. 5]. Next, we construct states qnewP by
pairing a Bu¨chi state qB to xnew, exactly as in Alg. 2.
B. Construction of Suffix Plans
The algorithm to design the suffix part differs from the one
proposed for the biased prefix part in Section V-A only in that
a cycle around the root needs to be computed. Specifically,
once a node qnewP is constructed, we check whether its Bu¨chi
component is the same as that of the root, i.e., whether it is
the same accepting Bu¨chi state; if so, we store this node in
a set P , otherwise the tree is built exactly as for the biased
prefix part. Together with the construction of the tree, for each
node qnewP = (x
new, qnewB ) in P , we find a path from xnew =
[xnew,Ti , . . . ,x
new,T
N ]
T to x0 that forms a cycle. To find this
path, we apply RRT∗ [6] to find a path for each robot i ∈ [N ],
that connects xnewi to x
0
i while treating all labeled regions as
obstacles. This ensures that during the execution of the plan no
other observation will be generated and, therefore, the robots
will maintain the desired accepting Bu¨chi state.
VI. CORRECTNESS AND OPTIMALITY
In this section we show that TL-RRT∗ is probabilistically
complete and asymptotically optimal. Note that TL-RRT∗
does not trivially inherit the completeness and optimality
properties of RRT∗, since TL-RRT∗ explores a combined
continuous and discrete state space while RRT∗ is designed to
explore only continuous state spaces. The resulting technical
differences with RRT∗ are discussed in the proof of TL-RRT∗
in Appendices. First, we make the following assumptions.
Assumption 6.1: (Nonpoint regions) Every atomic proposi-
tion in the LTL formula φ is satisfied over a nonpoint region.
More precisely, µ(`j) > 0 where µ is the Lebesgue measure.
Assumption 6.1 ensures that any point within a labeled
region can be sampled with nonzero probability. Otherwise,
it is impossible to generate a feasible plan. In what follows,
we denote by Br((x, qB)) a ball of radius of r centered at
(x, qB) in the product state space,
Br((x, qB)) = {(x′, q′B) ∈ QP | dist((x, qB), (x′, q′B)) ≤ r},
where, with slight notational abuse, dist((x, qB), (x′, q′B)) =
‖x−x′‖ is the distance between two product states. In words, a
product state (x′, q′B) ∈ QP lies in the ball Br((x, qB)) if x′ is
at distance less than r from x. We denote by int(Br((x, qB)))
the interior of the ball Br((x, qB)). By definition of the
distance function dist, a point x′ lies in the ball Br((x, ·))
regardless of its Bu¨chi state component. This definition of
a ball is necessary since the product space consists of the
continuous space WNfree and the discrete space QB , and there
is not a physical notion of distance in QB .
Assumption 6.2: (Convergence space) Let Assumption 6.1
hold. For any reachable product state (x, qB) ∈ WNfree × QB
from the root, there exists a constant δx > 0 that depends on
x, such that any point x′ in WNfree for which (x′, ·) lies in the
interior of the ball Bδx((x, qB)), can be paired with the same
Bu¨chi state qB as the center x. Therefore, the product state
(x′, qB) can also be reached from the root.
Assumption 6.2 ensures that a homotopy class exists around
any feasible path such that any path in this class can be
continuously deformed into another.
A. Probabilistic Completeness
In this section, we show the probabilistic completeness of
TL-RRT∗ by skipping Extend and Rewire, and instead
connecting qnewP only with nodes in QnearestP , similar to RRT [4].
The reason is that, if there exists a candidate parent qnearestP of
qnewP in QnearestP , then qnewP will be added to the tree T regardless
of which node in VT is selected by Extend to be its parent.
Furthermore, Rewire updates the set of edges of the tree
and does not play any role in adding new nodes. Therefore,
it can not affect the completeness property. Thus, we focus
on finding a candidate parent in QnearestP . If connecting qnewP
with nodes in QnearestP can ensure probabilistic completeness,
based on the fact that QnearestP is a subset of QnearP among
which TL-RRT∗ attempts to find the parent, the probabilistic
completeness of TL-RRT∗ follows directly. Note that when
the number of nodes goes to infinity, the distance between the
sampled point and the nearest nodes is much smaller than η.
Therefore, xnew will be identical to xrand. This argument can
be found in Lemma 1 in [47]. Our proofs are based upon the
observation that xnew = xrand. The following theorem shows
that unbiased TL-RRT* is probabilistically complete.
Theorem 6.3: (Probabilistic Completeness of TL-RRT∗ with
Unbiased Sampling) Let Assumptions 6.1 and 6.2 hold and
further assume that sampling in the free workspace is unbiased.
Then, TL-RRT∗ is probabilistically complete, i.e., if there
exists a feasible plan that satisfies a given LTL formula φ,
then TL-RRT∗ will find it with probability 1.
Proof: We provide a proof sketch and the details can
be found in Appendix A. The proof proceeds in two steps.
First, given any product state in QP that is one-hop-reachable
from the root, we prove that the tree will have a node that is
arbitrarily close to it in terms of Euclidean distance, and based
on Assumption 6.2, this node will have the same Bu¨chi state
as the given product state. The key idea is to show that the
expected distance between the tree and the given product state
converges to 0 as the tree grows. Next, we extend the above
result to multi-hop reachable states from the root. Therefore,
given an accepting state that is reachable from the root, a node
that is arbitrarily close to it and has the same accepting Bu¨chi
state will be added to the tree with probability 1 as the number
of iterations of Alg 1 goes to infinity.
Theorem 6.3 can also be extended for the case of the biased
sampling introduced in Section V. Specifically, we have the
following result, whose proof can be found in Appendix B.
Corollary 6.4: (Probabilistic Completeness of TL-RRT∗
with Biased Sampling) Let Assumptions 6.1 and 6.2 hold.
Then, the biased TL-RRT∗ is probabilistically complete, i.e.,
if there exists a feasible plan that satisfies a given LTL formula
φ, then the biased TL-RRT∗ will find it with probability 1.
B. Asymptotic Optimality
In this section, we show the asymptotic optimality of TL-
RRT∗. We first define a product plan p given a discrete plan
τ = τ(1), . . . , τ(k), . . . satisfying φ. Taking trace(τ) as the
input to the NBA, a run q1B , . . . , q
k
B , . . . will be produced.
Given the one-to-one correspondence between states in τ and
states in this run, we can construct a product state plan p
by pairing each position component with a Bu¨chi state, i.e.,
p = (τ(1), q1B), . . . , (τ(2), q
2
B), . . .. In this case, τ is the
projection of p onto WNfree. Moreover, let τ∗ = τ∗,pre[τ∗,suf]ω
be the optimal plan that satisfies φ and incurs the optimal
cost defined in (3). We use τ∗,pre|τ∗,suf to represent τ∗ since
it suffices to characterize the optimal plan.
Theorem 6.5: (Asymptotic Optimality of TL-RRT∗ with Un-
biased Sampling) Let Assumptions 6.1 and 6.2 hold and
further assume that sampling in the free workspace is unbiased.
Consider also the parameter rn(VT ) defined in (6). Then, TL-
RRT∗ is asymptotically optimal, i.e., the discrete plan τn
suf
max
npremax
that is generated by this algorithm satisfies
lim
npremax→∞,nsufmax→∞
P
({
J(τ
nsufmax
npremax
) ≤ (1 + )J(τ∗)
})
= 1. (18)
where  ∈ (0, 1), npremax and nsufmax are the maximum numbers
of iterations used in Alg. 2, τn
suf
max
npremax
= τ pre,n
pre
max |τ suf,nsufmax , τ∗ =
τ∗,pre|τ∗,suf and J is the cost function defined in (3).
Proof: We provide a proof sketch based on [47] and the
details can be found in Appendix C. By Assumption 6.2, we
assume that the optimal path τ∗ is robustly feasible in the sense
that there exists a path τ such that J(τ) ≤ (1 + /4)J(τ∗),
where  ∈ (0, 1). We show that the cost of the plan returned
by TL-RRT∗ is at most (1 + )J(τ∗) when the the number of
iterations goes to infinity. To this end, we augment the path τ
using Bu¨chi states to obtain a product path p. Then, at each
iteration, we construct a sequence of equally-spaced balls of
same radii centered along the path p so that the sequence of
balls covers it; see Fig. 8 for better visualization. Furthermore,
the radii of these balls are proportional to the connection radius
rn(VT ), so the number of balls grows to infinity. Consider
the event that each ball contains a sample and, for any two
adjacent balls, the sample inside the second ball is sampled
after that inside the first ball. If the ball is intersected by
a boundary of any region, the sample should lie within the
part where the center is. When this event occurs, TL-RRT∗
will connect together this sequence of samples, augmented
by Bu¨chi states, in an ascending order. In this way, the tree
approximates the path p. We prove that, when the connection
radius rn(VT ) satisfies (6), the probability of the above event
converges to 1. Finally, the approximation of p induces a path
whose cost is no more than (1 + )J(τ∗).
The next result shows the optimality of the biased TL-RRT∗
algorithm. The proof can be found in Appendix D.
Corollary 6.6: (Asymptotic Optimality of TL-RRT∗ with Bi-
ased Sampling) Let Assumptions 6.1 and 6.2 hold. Assume
also that the parameter γTL-RRT∗ in (6) satisfies
γTL-RRT∗ ≥ (2 + θ)
( (1 + /4)J(τ∗)µ(WNfree)
(1− yrand)N (dim+ 1)θ(1− κ)ζdim
) 1
dim+1
,
where (1 − yrand)N is the probability that xrand is obtained
following the uniform distribution at each iteration. Then, the
biased TL-RRT∗ is asymptotically optimal in the sense of (18).
Remark 6.7: While in this paper we focus on multi-robot
planning problems, the proposed methods are general and
can be applied to other control problems too. For this, it
is important that infeasible transitions in the NBA can be
identified and pruned since, otherwise, it is possible that TL-
RRT∗ can bias search towards those infeasible transitions,
which can significantly deteriorate performance. In robotics
applications, it is simple to identify such infeasible transitions
as discussed in Section V; see also [30], [31]. However,
in general, identifying infeasible NBA transitions may be
problem specific and not easy to do.
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present three case studies, implemented
using Python 3.6.3 on a computer with 2.3 GHz Intel Core
i5 and 8G RAM, that illustrate the efficiency and scalability
of the proposed algorithm. We first show the correctness and
optimality of the unbiased TL-RRT∗. Second, we compare our
sampling-based TL-RRT∗ algorithm, with and without bias,
with the synergistic method in [43], the RRG method in [42]
and the SMC method in [38], with respect to the size of
regions. Finally we test the scalability of biased TL-RRT∗ with
respect to the complexity of tasks. It shows that biased TL-
RRT∗ outperforms the synergistic method, the RRG method
and the SMC method in terms of optimality and scalability.
In all the following case studies, the LTL formula takes
the general form of φ = φspec ∧ φcol, where φspec is the
specified task and φcol means collision avoidance among
robots. Specifically, φcol requires that, at the same timestamp
and in each dimension, the distance between any two robots is
larger than R [34], [38]. We assume that robots are equipped
with motion primitives that allow them to move safely between
consecutive waypoints in the discrete plan, as in [20]. This
can be done during the execution phase of the plans using the
methods proposed, e.g., in [51], [52]. Specifically, given the
possibly intersecting paths returned by TL-RRT∗, the methods
in [51], [52] can design policies that stop and resume robots
to avoid collisions between them.
We consider planning problems for robots that lie in a 1×1
workspace with W = 6 isosceles right triangular regions of
interest with side length s, and two rectangular obstacles; see
Fig. 5. The parameters are set as follows: the step-size η of the
function Steer is 0.25N , where N is the number of robots,
and w in the cost function (3) is 0.2. In the biased sampling
method, pidle = 1, pclosest = 0.9, yrand = 0.99, µd = µα = 0,
σd = 1/3, and σα = pi/108. The safe distance is R = 0.005.
Considering that the obstacles are polygonal, the geodesic
paths can be constructed using the visibility graph [53].
A. Correctness and optimality using unbiased sampling
In the first simulation, we test the correctness and opti-
mality of the proposed algorithm with unbiased sampling.
The side length s is 0.15. The robot is initially located at
x0 = (0.8, 0.1). The assigned task is:
φspec = ♦(pi`11 ∧ ♦pi`31 ) ∧ (¬pi`11 Upi`21 )∧
♦(pi`51 ∧ ♦(pi`61 ∧ ♦pi`41 )) ∧ (¬pi`41 Upi`51 ) ∧¬O. (19)
In words, φspec requires robot 1: (a) to eventually visit region
`1 and then `3, (b) not visit region `1 before visiting `2, (c) to
eventually visit region `5 and next `6 and then `4, (d) not visit
region `4 before visiting `5 and (e) avoid obstacles. The LTL
formula φspec corresponds to an NBA with |QB | = 28 states,
|Q0B | = 1, and |QFB | = 2. which was constructed using the
tool in [54]. The term ♦(pi`11 ∧ ♦pi`31 ) can capture sequential
surveillance and data gathering tasks by visiting specific
regions of interest, the term ¬pi`11 Upi`21 can assign certain
priority or designate the order between different subtasks.
To determine the connection radius r(VT ) in (6), we set
γTL-RRT∗ equal to the lower bound in (7). However, note that
the connection radius in (6) can not be computed because it
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE VERSUS THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
n
pre
max T (s) J(τ) |P|
581.9±274.1 47.0±37.0 0.619±0.046 1±0
412.4±186.0 38.7±34.4 0.611±0.050 1±0
600 47.7±7.6 (6) 0.572±0.034 3.9±2.6115.2±27.3 (2) 0.543±0.027 4.5±2.0
800 95.5±10.9 (6) 0.541±0.023 5.8±3.1282.6±68.7 0.514±0.020 8.6±3.5
1000 163.2±30.7 0.525±0.030 7.9±3.6580.6±101.6 0.507±0.020 10.8±3.0
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Fig. 5. Simulation Study I: Sample paths.
requires knowledge of the optimal plan that is needed in (7).
Therefore, we also consider the alternative connection radius
rn(VT ) = min
{
γTL-RRT∗
( log |[VT ]∼|
|[VT ]∼|
) 1
dim
, η
}
, (20)
where γTL-RRT∗ = d4
(
µ(WNfree)
ζdim
)1/dim
e, that was proposed
in [6] for RRT∗ and has been tested extensively in practice.
The main difference between (6) and (20) is in the exponent,
which is 1/(dim + 1) in (6) versus 1/dim in (20). In what
follows, to determine the lower bound on γTL-RRT∗ needed
to compute the connection radius in (6), we first use the
connection radius in (20) to find a feasible path and then use
the cost of this path as an approximation of the optimal cost
in (7). Moreover, we set θ = 0.24 and  = κ = 0.01 that
appear in (7). Table I shows statistical results, i.e., mean and
standard deviation, on the total runtime, the number |P| of
detected final states of the prefix plan, and the cost J(τ) of
the path for different numbers of iterations npremax, averaged
over 20 trails. In the first case, the unbiased TL-RRT∗ was
terminated when the first feasible path was detected and in
the remaining cases the algorithm was terminated after a fixed
number of iterations npremax. Note that this task is satisfiable
by only the prefix plan. The number inside the parentheses
is the number of failed trials when no plan was generated.
The first row for each value of npremax corresponds to the
connection radius in (20), whereas the second row corresponds
to the connection radius in (6). Observe that for the same
connection radius, as the number of iterations increases, the
cost of the computed path decreases, as expected due to
Theorem 6.5. Observe also in Table I that the connection
radius in (6) returns paths with lower cost compared to the
connection radius in (20). This is because the connection
radius in (6) can discover more accepting states in the set P
and, therefore, more paths, compared to using the one in (20).
In our simulations, we observed that the ratio of the connection
radius in (6) to that in (20) ranges from 0.8 to 6 as the tree
grows. This means that the connection radius in (6) becomes
increasingly larger than that in (20) as the tree grows, and a
larger connection radius facilitates the discovery of accepting
states. Nevertheless, the difference in the cost of the paths
returned by TL-RRT∗ using the two connection radii is not
very large, meaning that the connection radius in (20) can
still give a good approximation of the optimal path. This is
important since (20) is easy to compute as discussed before.
Two paths for cases npremax = 600, 1000 are depicted in Fig. 5.
In practice, we can inflate obstacles and shrink regions to make
paths more robust to perturbations, as in [55].
B. Comparison with other methods w.r.t. the size of regions
In this section, by decreasing the size of regions, we
compare TL-RRT∗ with the synergistic method [43], the RRG
method [42] and the SMC method [38]. Specifically, a team
of 2 robots are initially located around (0.8, 0.1) with no
collisions between them. The task is:
φspec = ♦pi`11 ∧♦pi`22 ∧♦(pi`41 ∧ ♦pi`42 ), (21)
which requires: (a) robot 1 to visit region `1 infinitely often,
(b) robot 2 to visit region l2 infinitely often, (c) robot 1 and 2 to
visit region `4 infinitely often and robot 2 will eventually visit
region `4 after each time robot 1 visits this region. The term
♦(pi`41 ∧♦pi`42 ) can capture intermittent connectivity tasks that
require robots to reach predetermined communication points
infinitely often to exchange information but not necessarily
concurrently [8], [9]. The considered LTL formula corresponds
to an NBA with |QB | = 8 states, |Q0B | = 1, and |QFB | = 2. We
adopt the connection radius in (20) since it is easy to compute
and its use does not significantly affect the cost of the path
returned by TL-RRT∗, as shown in Section VII-A.
The synergistic planning method in [43] consists of a high-
level planner that operates in the product space of N discrete
transition systems, corresponding to the N robots, and the
Bu¨chi state space, and a low-level sampling-based planner
that builds trees in the continuous space guided by the high-
level states. In the simulation, we use the same abstraction
as that used by the SMC method and new states are sampled
uniformly around the selected high-level state.
The RRG method in [42] maintains a sparse approximation
of the workspace such that states are “far” away from each
other. To this end, it only connects new sampled states to nodes
in the graph if their pairwise distance is smaller than η2(k) and
larger than η1(k), where k is the number of different position
states in the graph. To provide a fair comparison between TL-
RRT∗ and the RRG method, we set the parameter η1(k) in [42]
to be 1√
pi
n
√
µ(WN )Γ(dN/2+1)
k for all k ≥ 1, where µ(WN ) is
the total measure (volume) of the configuration space, dN is
the dimension of WN , Γ is the gamma function, and η2(k) =
2η1(k) satisfies (i) η1(k) < η2(k) for all k ≥ 1, (ii) c η1(k) >
η2(k) for some finite c > 1 and all k ≥ 0.
Finally, in our implementation of the SMC method, we use
Z3 [56] as the SAT solver and CPLEX as the optimization
solver. The workspace is triangulated to create a coarse ab-
straction and the LTL formula is encoded as Boolean con-
TABLE II
COMPARISON OF RUNTIMES AND COST FOR THE FIRST FEASIBLE PATH FOR THE LTL FORMULA (21) INVOLVING N = 2 ROBOTS
s
runtime cost
T unbiasTL-RRT∗ (s) T
bias
TL-RRT∗ (s) TSYN(s) TRRG(s) TSMC(s) J
unbias
TL-RRT∗ J
bias
TL-RRT∗ JSYN JRRG JSMC
0.25 19.0±34.4 0.4±0.3 124.1±41.1 37.9±59.2 15.6±3.9 2.42±0.41 1.75±0.21 3.22±0.46 3.34±0.81 3.19±0.71
0.20 21.4±21.2 0.4±0.1 123.9± 63.0 116.4±133.9 12.9±2.1 2.41±0.32 1.71±0.20 3.40±0.43 3.23±0.73 3.55±0.20
0.15 41.0±28.8 0.6±0.3 446.9±147.1 315.4±288.4 14.6±2.0 2.43±0.42 1.78±0.11 4.46±1.03 3.83±0.78 3.14±0.04
0.10 197.8±140.3 1.0±0.4 378.1±279.6 — 11.6±1.0 2.65±0.51 1.76±0.12 6.00±1.25 — 2.70±0.00
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF RUNTIMES AND COST FOR THE FIRST 5 FEASIBLE PATHS FOR THE LTL FORMULA (21) INVOLVING N = 2 ROBOTS
s T unbiasTL-RRT∗ (s) T
bias
TL-RRT∗ (s) TSYN(s) TRRG(s)
TSMC(s) JunbiasTL-RRT∗ J
bias
TL-RRT∗ JSYN JRRG
JSMC
10 20 ∗ 10 20 ∗
0.25 62.3±54.4 1.3±0.3 227.2±54.6 59.0±88.6 17.1±0.7 4.3±0.7 4.4±0.2 2.07±0.25 1.48±0.12 2.88±0.20 2.51±0.43 3.62 3.99 3.60
0.20 78.7±39.4 1.6±0.7 250.3±52.1 167.7±178.1 18.1±0.8 4.6±0.2 4.9±0.4 2.17±0.28 1.56±0.11 2.66±0.18 2.76±0.80 2.98 3.81 2.73
0.15 291.8±280.6 1.8±0.5 575.6±214.9 — 19.5±2.9 5.4±0.9 3.5±0.1 2.18±0.18 1.57±0.07 3.11±0.29 — 3.22 2.99 3.00
0.10 522.3±314.3 3.4±1.5 485.1±189.9 — 19.8±2.2 5.5±1.4 4.5±0.3 2.27±0.27 1.67±0.10 5.34±0.38 — 2.58 3.30 2.70
straints using Bounded Model Checking (BMC) [57], which
involves a predetermined parameter specifying the horizon of
the plan. However, a feasible initial horizon is not known
a priori. Therefore, when the SMC method fails to return a
solution, we re-run it after increasing the horizon by 1.
Table II compares the runtimes of the different algorithms
until the first feasible plan is discovered and the costs of
these plans calculated as in (3), averaged over 20 trials, for
various choices of the side length s of the labeled regions,
where the symbol “—” means the runtime is larger than
1000s. In the case of the SMC method, the initial horizon
is 15 and the runtime of the algorithm includes the time
of all failed attempts preceding the first successful attempt.
Observe first in Table II that the runtime of the the RRG
method in [42] is large. This is because, as the graph built
by the RRG method grows, the parameter η1 goes to zero
and the constructed graph loses its sparsity. Moreover, as the
side length s decreases, it becomes increasingly difficult for
the RRG method to sample states that belong to the labeled
regions, which further increases the runtime of the algorithm.
A similar observation also applies to the synergistic method
in [43]. Specifically, since the high-level state space is large,
being the product of two discrete transition systems one for
each robot, high-level planning is expensive which increases
the runtime of the algorithm. Moreover, as with the RRG
method, as the side length s decreases, it becomes increasingly
difficult also for the synergistic method to sample new states
that belong to the labeled regions, which further increases
runtime. On the other hand, TL-RRT∗, with or without bias,
grows trees so that sparsity of the graph is not an issue as
with the RRG method. Additionally, biased TL-RRT∗ guides
the sampling process based only on the Bu¨chi states and not
on the number of robots or the size of a discrete abstraction
of the environment as the synergistic method in [43]. As a
result, biased TL-RRT∗ is much faster compared to both the
RRG method and the synergistic method for any side length s
of the labeled regions. Note that, while the runtime of biased
TL-RRT∗ also increases as the side length s decreases, this
increase is small since sampling is strongly biased towards
labeled regions no matter how small they are. Unlike the other
methods, the runtime of the SMC method does not change
much with the side length s of the labeled regions since, in
this example, the partition of the workspace does not change
much as the shapes and locations (the right-angle vertices)
of the triangular regions remain mostly unchanged. Even so,
biased TL-RRT∗ also outperforms the SMC method in terms
of runtime in all cases. As for the cost J(τ), the plan found
by the biased TL-RRT∗ outperforms all other methods. This
is because biasing sampling along shortest paths in the Bu¨chi
automaton has the effect that detours in the workspace that
increase cost are avoided.
Table III shows comparative results until 5 feasible paths
are found using the sampling-based methods. For the SMC
method, results correspond to the runtime and cost of the first
feasible plan for initial horizons equal to 10 and 20, where
the 0 standard deviation is dropped for simplicity. The last
column in the SMC case, denoted by “∗”, shows the results
with “perfect” initial horizons. A “perfect” initial horizon is
the smallest horizon needed to obtain a feasible plan. Here,
the first successful trial was obtained for a horizon 17 for all
side lengths of labeled regions. The results shown in Table III,
further validate those discussed above in Table II. For all
sampling-based methods, a noticeable reduction in cost can
be obtained at the expense of a growing runtime. As for the
SMC method, if initialized with a smaller horizon, such as
10, it suffers more failures until a feasible plan is found, thus
increasing its runtime. Since the first feasible plan is found
for horizon 17, the runtime for finding a solution with a larger
initial horizon 20 varies slightly. Noticeably, biased TL-RRT∗
can reduce cost by slightly increasing runtime. Also, here too,
it significantly outperforms all other methods.
C. Scalability w.r.t the complexity of tasks and the number of
robots using biased sampling
Below we demonstrate the scalability of the biased TL-
RRT∗ at the expense of optimality. To this end, we set the
step-size η in function Steer to be large enough so that xnew
can be directly reached from xclosest. We also skip the functions
Extend and Rewire, and instead connect qnewP with q
closest
P
directly, as this suffices to find feasible plans. This amounts
to setting the connection radius to 0.
We consider a team of up to N = 56 robots accomplishing
a set of tasks. We adopt the representation in [30] where the
formula φspec is written in the following compact form:
φspec = ♦ξ1 ∧♦ξ2 ∧♦ξ3 ∧♦(ξ4 ∧ ♦(ξ5 ∧ ♦ξ6))
∧ ♦ξ7 ∧♦ξ8 ∧ (!ξ7 U ξ8). (22)
The LTL formula is satisfied if (i) ξ1 is true infinitely often; (ii)
ξ2 is true infinitely often; (iii) ξ3 is true infinitely often; (iv) ξ4,
ξ5 and ξ6 are true in this order infinitely often; (v) ξ7 is true
eventually; (vi) ξ8 is true infinitely often; (vii) ξ7 is false until
ξ8 becomes true for the first time. The subformula ξe takes the
Boolean form of ∧mi=1pi`ji that involves a subteam of robots.
For instance, when m = 3, ξ1 can be ξ1 = pi`31 ∧ pi`53 ∧ pi`15 ,
which is true if (i) robot 1 is in region `3; (ii) robot 3 is in
region `5 and (iii) robot 5 is in region `1. All other Boolean
formulas ξe are defined similarly. The corresponding NBA has
33 states and 348 edges. Given a team of robots, we randomly
divide it into overlapping robot subteams in a way such that
each robot belongs to at least one subteam. Then, we associate
each subteam of robots with one subformula ξe.5
Along with pruning edges from the NBA as discussed in
Section V, we further delete those feasible edges with labels
in the form ∧eξe, provided that ∧eξe does not contain the
negation of any subformula ξe, that require more than one
subformulas to be true simultaneously. The reason is that as m
grows, each subformula will include more robots, thus, it will
become harder to satisfy multiple subformulas simultaneously.
After deletion, the resulting NBA has 111 edges, a dramatic
drop compared to the original size. Note that the problem
is still feasible since edges labeled with a single formula
are intact and they contain a solution.6 Given a team of N
robots, 5 different tasks φspec are generated randomly. For each
task, 5 sets of initial locations are randomly generated from
Wfree \∪6i=1`i with no collisions between robots. For each set
of initial locations, we run the biased TL-RRT∗ 5 times, each
terminating when a feasible plan is found, and compare with
the SMC method in [38]. We also tested the synergistic method
in [43], which failed to generate a plan within 1000 seconds,
which agrees with the results in [38]. We record the runtime
and cost of the SMC method if starting with the “perfect”
initial horizon as well as the average runtime if the initial
horizon is 1 step shorter than the “perfect” initial horizon. For
each N , the results are averaged over 125 experiments and are
reported in Table IV. It takes on average 2 seconds to prune the
NBA. Table IV shows that the biased TL-RRT∗ outperforms
the SMC method with “perfect” or “imperfect” initial horizons
in terms of both runtimes and cost for each task. The reason is
that, for robot i, xnewi is the second point along the path from
xclosesti to L(i) if the step-size η is large enough. Although we
5This formulation amounts to a generator of tasks rather than a specific
task instance. It provides a systematic approach to testing the scalability by
increasing the number of robots. E.g., an intermittent communication task [9]
can be generated as ♦(pi`11 ∧ pi`13 ) ∧ ♦(pi`22 ∧ pi`23 ) . . ..
6We can safely and automatically delete those edges since there is no
conjunction of subformulas ∧eξe in the LTL formula (22). If there is a
conjunction in (22), e.g., ξ1 ∧ ξ2, we can define an additional subformula
ξ+ = ξ1 ∧ ξ2 to replace the conjunction. We conducted simulations with
and without such edge deletions, and observed that when these edges are
deleted from the NBA, feasible plans can be found faster due to the smaller
size of the pruned NBA and the edge labels that can be more easily satisfied.
TABLE IV
RUNTIMES AND COST FOR TASKS WITH INCREMENTAL COMPLEXITY
Task TL-RRT
∗ SMC-based
Ttotal(s) J(τ) Ttotal(s) J(τ) T
(1)
total(s)
φ8 3.3±1.5 2.99±0.79 8.4±2.9 3.30±0.65 12.07
φ16 17.5±18.1 7.73±1.04 89.8±16.1 8.27±0.67 131.66
φ24 17.4±10.6 8.75±0.78 170.5±8.9 9.93±0.92 251.43
φ32 75.8±85.0 13.80±1.35 321.3±70.5 11.81±1.54 470.07
φ40 97.0±52.8 13.45±1.43 1025.6±529.0 14.16±1.32 1599.50
φ48 148.4±82.0 15.91±1.18 960.84±188.7 17.19±1.76 1380.63
φ56 374.1±491.4 16.69±1.68 1329.53±354.8 17.53±3.07 1632.21
Simulation Study III: φN means that the task involves N robots. For the
biased TL-RRT∗, Ttotal is the total runtime taken to prune the NBA and find
the first feasible prefix and suffix plan. For SMC, Ttotal represents the total
runtime consumed by the SAT solver and CPLEX solver, with “perfect” initial
horizons. T (1)total is the average total runtime taken if the initial horizon is 1
step shorter than the smallest horizon that provides a feasible plan.
skip functions Extend and Rewire, connecting qnewP with
qclosestP ensures that sufficient progress towards L and, thus, a
successful transition to the next state with Bu¨chi component
qdecrB is more likely to be made at each iteration, accelerating
the detection of the solution. In our simulation, we compute
geodesic paths sequentially for all robots involved in one edge
label. Therefore, the runtime can be further improved if these
computations are done in parallel.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The majority of existing LTL planning approaches rely on
a discrete abstraction of robot mobility to construct a product
automaton which is then used to synthesize discrete motion
plans. The limitation of these approaches is that both the
abstraction process and the control synthesis are computation-
ally expensive and that the resulting discrete plans are only
optimal given the discrete abstraction that was used to generate
them. In this paper, we proposed a new sampling-based LTL
planning algorithm, with unbiased and biased sampling, which
does not require any discrete abstraction of robot mobility and
avoids the construction of a product automaton. Instead, it
builds incrementally a tree that can explore the workspace
and the state-space of an NBA that captures a given LTL
specification, simultaneously. We showed that our algorithm
is probabilistically complete and asymptotically optimal, and
provided numerical experiments that showed that our method
outperforms relevant temporal planning methods.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.3
To prove completeness of TL-RRT∗, we cannot directly
adopt the proof for RRT [4] since in the product state space
considered here the transition relation differs from that in the
continuous space. Particularly, while in continuous space a
transition is valid between two points if they are connected by
an obstacle-free straight line, for LTL task planning a transition
is valid if the obstacle-free straight line additionally does not
cross any labled region more than once and the corresponding
label enables a transition to at least one Bu¨chi state (otherwise
the LTL formula is violated). Nevertheless, we can still draw
on the same high-level idea in [4] to show completeness by
first proving that the tree can grow arbitrarily close to any state
that is one-hop-reachable from the root, and then extending
this concept to multi-hop-reachable states.
Before stating our main results, we provide some necessary
notations. Let RP (qP ) denote the one-hop reachable set of
qP in QP , i.e., RP (qP ) = {q′P ∈ QP | qP →P q′P }. Then,
let Pr denote the subspace of WNfree × QB , consisting of
states that can be reached from the root through a multi-
hop path. Furthermore, Pr can be divided into two sets,
Ps and Pv , where Ps = {qP ∈ Pr |RP (qP ) 6= ∅} and
Pv = {qP ∈ Pr |RP (qP ) = ∅}. Given a state qP ∈ Ps,
let qcpP ∈ VT be its “virtual” candidate parent if there exists
a feasible transition from qcpP to qP . Recall that q
near
P is a
candidate parent of qnewP in the Extend function if both
xnear → xnew and (qnearB , L(xnear), qnewB ) ∈→B . Here, we use
“virtual” since actually qP is not necessarily sampled but qnewP
is. For simplicity, we use the term candidate parent below.
Furthermore, let Dk(qP ) denote a random variable whose
value is the Euclidean distance between qP and its nearest
candidate parent node qncpP = (x
ncp, qncpB ) in a tree of k nodes.
One specific realization of Dk(qP ) is denoted by dk(qP ).
Finally, we will use the following theorem.
Theorem A.1: ( [58]) Suppose {an} is a sequence of real
numbers and 0 ≤ an < 1. Then
∏∞
n=1(1 − an) > 0 ⇐⇒∑∞
n=1 an <∞.
In what follows we first present results that are necessary
to show that TL-RRT∗ is probabilistically complete. For sim-
plicity, Dk and dk denote Dk(qP ) and dk(qP ), respectively.
Lemmas A.2 to A.5 describe how Dk evolves as the tree
grows. Together they establish Propositions A.6 and A.7,
which bear a similarity to Lemma 1 in [4] in that both focus
on states that can be reached from the root in one hop. In
Lemma 1 in [4], the states belong to a convex set whereas
Propositions A.6 and A.7 consider one-hop-reachable states
explicitly due to different definitions of the transition relations.
Lemma A.2: Let qP = (x, qB) ∈ Ps be any state that can
be reached from the root (x0, q0B) in a one-hop transition,
namely, qP ∈ RP (q0P ). Then, E(Dk+1|Dk = dk) < dk.
Proof: Consider any fixed product state qp ∈ RP (q0p).
Observe that d1 is equal to the distance between the root
and state qP when the tree only contains the root. Therefore,
dk <∞ for k ≥ 1 since qP ∈ RP (q0P ) and the sequence {dk}
is non-increasing. Given the realization dk, if the new node
qnewP is not a candidate parent of qP , we have Dk+1 = dk.
Otherwise, there are two cases. First, the distance between
qnewP and qP may be larger than or equal to dk. In this case,
the nearest candidate parent of qP remains the same, so that
Dk+1 = dk. Second, the distance between qnewP and qP is
smaller than dk. In this case, Dk+1 < dk. Let pk denote
the probability of the event {Dk+1 < dk}, so that the event
{Dk+1 = dk} occurs with probability 1 − pk. Then, the
expectation E(Dk+1) can be written as
E(Dk+1|Dk = dk) = (1− pk) dk + pk d (23)
where d < dk is a positive number.
In what follows, we show that pk is strictly positive. Specif-
ically, we define a ball Bdk(qP ) with radius dk that is equal
to the distance between qP and its nearest candidate parent
node qncpP . If k = 1, then q
ncp
P = q
0
P , because qP ∈ RP (q0P ).
As the tree grows, it is possible that another node becomes
a new qncpP for qP . Since qP is reachable from q
ncp
P , there
exists a straight path between x and xncp, and the feasible
transition qncpP →P qP can be potentially an edge/path added
to the tree. By Assumption 6.2, for every point (x′, q′B) on
this path, there exists a ball with radius δx′ in which all states
have the same Bu¨chi state component as (x′, q′B). Let δmin
denote the minimum value of all δx′ , i.e.,
δmin = inf{δx′ |x′ = λx + (1− λ)xncp, 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1}. (24)
Then, a tube neighborhood with radius δmin along the path
connecting qncpP and qP can be constructed, denoted by
Ndk(qP ), which is convex and obstacle-free; see also Fig. 6.
Moreover, define the Voronoi partition [59] of the space based
on the nodes of the tree and let C(qncpP ) denote the Voronoi
cell around state qncpP . Since the set Ndk(qP ) has positive
measure, i.e., µ(Ndk(qP )) > 0, we have that the set Ik =
C(qncpP ) ∩ Ndk(qP ) also has positive measure. Note that we
will use the notations Ndk(qP ), C(qncpP ), Ik and their variations
throughout the rest of this paper. Since the unbiased sampling
function is supported in the free workspace, the probability
that xnew lies within Ik is non-zero. If this happens, since Ik
is obstacle-free, the condition xncp → xnew is satisfied, which
infers that the path (xncp, qncpB ) →P (xnew, qnewB ) →P (x, qB)
is valid, where (x, qB) = qP and qnewB is either q
ncp
B or qB .
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N 0dk(qP )
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Fig. 6. An illustration of the scenario where the distance between qP and its
nearest candidate parent node drops. Although qnP is closer to qP than q
ncp
P ,
it is not the candidate parent of qP . q
ncp
P is the nearest candidate parent of
both qnewP and qP . The orange region denotes the neighborhood around the
feasible path depicted as the thick dashed line, from qncpP to qP , and the thin
dashed line illustrates the alternative of the path in the tree. The dotted area
denotes the intersection Ik of the Voronoi cell C(qncpP ) and the neighborhood
around the path. qnewP is inside Ik . The blue region depicts the case for another
candidate parent qcpP where q
new
P is inside the intersection of I′k and Bdk (qP ).
Note that node (xncp, qncpB ) is in the set QnearestP with respect
to qnewP , because x
new is in C(qncpP ). Therefore, the state qnewP
will be added to the tree, and it will become the new nearest
candidate parent of qP . Hence, pk > 0 and (23) becomes:
E(Dk+1|Dk = dk) = (1− pk) dk + pk d
< (1− pk) dk + pk dk = dk (25)
which completes the proof.
Remark A.3: In the proof of Lemma A.2, we only consider
when qnewP is inside the intersection of Ik and Bdk(qP ).
However, Ik involves qP and the nearest candidate parent
qncpP . Indeed, the true value of pk is larger than the one in
Lemma A.2. For example, consider when there is another can-
didate parent qcpP of qP which is further from qP than q
ncp
P is. If
qnewP is located inside the intersection of I ′k = C(qcpP )∩N ′dk(qP )
and Bdk(qP ), where N ′dk(qP ) is generated by q
cp
P and qP , we
can also have that Dk+1 < dk; see Fig. 6.
Let {E(Dk)} denote the sequence E(D1),E(D2), . . .. We
show that {E(Dk)} is strictly decreasing, which serves as an
intermediate step to prove this sequence converges to 0.
Lemma A.4: E(Dk+1) < E(Dk) holds.
Proof: Let f(dk) denote the probability density function
of the random variable Dk. Multiplying both sides of (25) by
f(dk) and integrating over the support of Dk, we have∫
Dk
E(Dk+1|Dk = dk)f(dk) ddk <
∫
Dk
dkf(dk) ddk. (26)
By the law of total expectation E(X) = E(E(X|Y )), where
X and Y are two random variables, the left-hand side in (26)
is equivalent to E(Dk+1). By definition, the right-hand side
in (26) is E(Dk). Thus, E(Dk+1) < E(Dk).
Note that the sequence {E(Dk)} is lower bounded by 0
since qP ∈ Rp(q0P ). The following lemma shows that the
decreasing sequence {E(Dk)} in fact converges to zero.
Lemma A.5: We have that E(Dk)→ 0 as k →∞.
Proof: We will show this proposition by contradiction.
Specifically, assume that inf{E(Dk)} = b > 0, which means
that for any  > 0, there exists K ∈ N+ so that for all k >
K, we have b < E(Dk) < b + . Note that E(Dk) 6= b,
otherwise E(Dk+1) < b since {E(Dk)} is strictly decreasing
by Lemma A.4. Moreover, let k = inf{k : E(Dk) < b + }
denote the number of nodes in the tree when E(Dk) < b+ 
qP
qncpP
qnewP
Bdk✏ (qP )
Ik✏
 k✏
B(dk✏  k✏/2)(qP )
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Fig. 7. An illustration of the scenario where Dk+1 drops below dk −
γk/2. The brown region illustrates the neighborhood around the feasible
path depicted as the thick dashed line, from qncpP to qP , and the thin dashed
line illustrates alternative of the path in the tree. The dotted area denotes
the intersection Ik of the Voronoi cell around qncpP and the neighborhood
around the path. qnewP is inside IBk . The blue region depicts the case for
another candidate parent qcpP where q
new
P is inside the intersection of I′k andB(dk−γk/2)(qP ).
holds for the first time. Hence, E(Dk) < b+ .
Define the ball Bk/2(qP ) with radius dk/2, centered at qP ,
where dk is the realization of Dk ; see Fig. 7. Recall that Ik
denotes the intersection of the Voronoi cell around qncpP and
the neighborhood of the feasible path from qncpP to qP ; see the
proof of Lemma A.2. If qnewP lies within Ik , then we have
Dk+1 < dk . Let γk = sup{‖q′P |WNfree − xncp‖ : q′P ∈ Ik ∩
line(qncpP , qP )}, where line(qncpP , qP ) is the line segment
connecting qncpP and qP . The quantity γk is the maximum
possible decrease from dk if q
new
P ∈ Ik ∩ line(qncpP , qP ).
Since µ(Ik) > 0, we have that γk > 0. Therefore, we
can draw a ball of radius dk − γk/2 centered at qP that is
contained in the ball Bdk (qP ). If qnewP is inside the intersection
of Ik and B(dk−γk/2)(qP ), denoted by IBk , we have that
Dk+1 < dk − γk/2, whose probability satisfies pk+1 > 0.
Now let {Dk+m} denote a sequence of random variables
starting from Dk for any m ∈ N+. Note that as the tree
grows, more candidate parents of qP will appear. For this, it
suffices that qnewP lies in the intersection of the Voronoi cell
around one of the candidate parents qcpP , the neighborhood
Ndk (qP ) of the feasible path connecting qcpP and qP , and
the ball B(dk−γk/2)(qP ). Let Q
cp
k+i
denote the set of all
candidate parents of qP for i ∈ {0, . . . ,m−1}, and ∪IBk+i
denote the union of the intersections IB1k+i , . . . , IB
|Qcpk+i|
k+i
,
associated with every candidate parent node of qP in Qcpk+i.
Following a similar argument as above, we can show that, if
qnewP ∈ ∪IBk+i, then Dk+i+1 < dk − γk/2, which occurs
with probability pk+i+1. Note that {Dk+m < dk − γk/2}
will occur if there exists i ∈ {0, . . . ,m − 1} such that
Dk+i+1 < dk − γk/2. Then, conditioned on Dk = dk ,
the event {dk − γk/2 < Dk+m ≤ dk} occurs with
probability
∏m−1
i=0 (1 − pk+i+1). Moreover, with probability
1−∏m−1i=0 (1− pk+i+1), the event {Dk+m ≤ dk − γk/2}
occurs. Therefore, E(Dk+m|Dk = dk) can be bounded as:
E(Dk+m|Dk = dk) ≤ dk
∏m−1
i=0
(1− pk+i+1) (27)
+ (dk − γk/2)
[
1−
∏m−1
i=0
(1− pk+i+1)
]
.
Multiplying both sides of (27) by f(dk), integrating
over the support of Dk , and denoting by ∆ =
1
2
∫
Dk
γkf(dk) ddk > 0, we obtain
E(Dk+m) ≤ E(Dk )
∏m−1
i=0
(1− pk+i+1)
+ (E(Dk )−∆)
[
1−
∏m−1
i=0
(1− pk+i+1)
]
< (b+ )
∏m−1
i=0
(1− pk+i+1)
+ (b+ −∆)
[
1−
∏m−1
i=0
(1− pk+i+1)
]
= (b+ )−
[
1−
∏m−1
i=0
(1− pk+i+1)
]
∆. (28)
where the strict inequality comes from the fact E(Dk) < b+.
By Assumption 6.2, the sequence {pk+i+1}m−1i=0 is bounded
away from zero for all i ∈ {0, . . . ,m−1} for any m ∈ N+. It
does not converge to 0 since the ball Bdk (qP ) is fixed given
k and increasingly more candidate parents of qP will appear
as the tree grows, their position components forming a dense
subset of WN . By Assumption 6.2, IBk+i covers a subset of
WN with positive measure. Therefore ∑∞i=0 pk+i+1 = ∞.
Moreover, since 0 < pk+i+1 < 1, by Theorem A.1, we
can conclude that limm→∞
∏m−1
i=0 (1− pk+i+1) = 0. Hence,
limm→∞ 1 −
∏m−1
i=0 (1 − pk+i+1) = 1. Then, as m → ∞,
(28) becomes E(Dk+m) < (b + ) −∆. Since  can be any
arbitrary small non-negative number, we can select  = ∆/2.
Then E(Dk+m) < b − ∆/2 < b as m → ∞, which
contradicts the assumption that b is the infimum. Hence, 0
is the infimum of the sequence {E(Dk)}. By the monotone
convergence theorem, we get that E(Dk)→ 0.
Using the previous lemmas for unbiased sampling, the
following proposition asserts that the tree built by TL-RRT∗
rooted at q0P = (x
0, q0B) will grow arbitrarily close to any state
qP = (x, qB) ∈ Ps that is one-hop-reachable from the root.
Proposition A.6: For any state qP = (x, qB) ∈ Ps ∩
RP (q0P ), in the tree constructed by TL-RRT∗, and for any
positive constant δ > 0, we have that
lim
k→∞
P(Dk(qP ) ≤ δ) = 1. (29)
Proof: According to Lemma A.5, E(Dk) → 0 as k →
∞. Following the same logic, we can get that E(D2k) → 0.
Hence, the variance Var(Dk) = E(D2k) − [E(Dk)]2 → 0.
Since E(Dk) → 0 and Dk ≥ 0, for any small number δ > 0
there exists a sufficiently large k ∈ N+, so that E(Dk) < δ/2.
Therefore, we obtain
P(Dk > δ) ≤ P(|Dk − E(Dk)| > δ/2) ≤ 4Var(Dk)/δ2,
where the first inequality holds because (i) Dk ≤ |Dk −
E(Dk)|+E(Dk) by the triangle inequality, and (ii) E(Dk) <
δ/2, and the second is obtained by Chebyshev inequality. Since
Var(Dk)→ 0, we get that P(|Dk| > δ)→ 0 and further that
Dk → 0 in probability, namely, for any δ > 0, it holds that
limk→∞ P(Dk ≤ δ) = 1.
We show in the following proposition that the nodes, in the
tree built by Alg. 1, that are arbitrarily close to qP share the
same Bu¨chi state as qP .
Proposition A.7: Given any state qP = (x, qB) ∈ Ps ∩
RP (q0P ), the probability that there exists a node in the tree
constructed by TL-RRT∗, which shares the same Bu¨chi state
as qP and lies within distance δ > 0 from qP satisfies
lim
k→∞
P
({
∃ q′P = (x′, qB) ∈ VTL-RRT
∗
k : ‖x− x′‖ ≤ δ
})
= 1.
where VTL-RRT∗k is the set of nodes in the tree constructed by
TL-RRT∗ when the number of nodes is k.
Proof: To see this, recall from the proof of the
Lemma A.5 that with probability 1−∏m−1i=0 (1−pk+i+1), the
event {Dk+m ≤ dk−γ/2} occurs. Next, we show this is also
the probability that there is a node inside B(dk−γk/2)(qP )
which has the same Bu¨chi state as qP . The reason is that if
the new point xnew lies within the set ∪IBk+i, defined in
the proof of Lemma A.5, then qB can be paired with xnew to
create a new node, because (i) xcp → xnew holds since xnew
is in Ik+i, and (ii) qcpB
L(xcp)−−−−→ qB since qcpP →P qP . When
m→∞, this probability goes to 1,
lim
k→∞
P
({
∃ q′P = (x′, qB) ∈ VTL-RRT
∗
k : ‖x− x′‖ < δ
})
= 1,
which completes the proof.
Propositions A.6 and A.7 consider the states in Ps that
can be reached from the root in one hop. Next we extend
Propositions A.6 and A.7 to any reachable state in Ps, which
is similar to Lemma 2 in [4].
Proposition A.8: Let Assumptions 6.1 and 6.2 hold and fur-
ther assume that sampling of the free workspace is unbiased.
For any state qP = (x, qB) ∈ Ps and any positive number
δ > 0, we have that limk→∞ P(Dk(qP ) < δ) = 1. Also,
the probability that there exists a node in the tree that shares
the same Bu¨chi state as qP and lies within a ball of radius δ
centered at qP , goes to 1 as k →∞.
Proof: We prove this inductively, using Propositions A.6
and A.7. Specifically, let q0P denote the root of the tree
and assume there exists a feasible path between qP and the
root. Then, there exists a sequence of states {q0P , q1P , . . . , qlP },
where qiP = (x
i, qiB), q
l
P = qP , and q
i
P can make one-hop
transition to qi+1P ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , l − 1}.
By Proposition A.7, since q1P is reachable from
q0P through a one-hop transition, we have that
limk→∞ P
({∃ (x′1, q1B) ∈ VTL-RRT∗k : ‖x1 − x′1‖ < δ}) = 1
for any δ > 0. In other words, as k →∞, the tree will contain
a node arbitrarily close to q1P with the same Bu¨chi state as q
1
P .
Now, consider any pair of nodes in the sequence (xi, qiB) and
(xi+1, q
i+1
B ) such that (xi+1, q
i+1
B ) ∈ RP ((xi, qiB)). Viewing
(x′i, q
i
B) as a new initial state, which is very close to (xi, q
i
B),
we can apply Propositions A.6 and A.7 to get that (x′i, q
i
B)
can reach a node (x′i+1, q
i+1
B ), possibly through multiple
edges in the tree, that is arbitrarily close to (xi+1, qi+1B ). Since
qP = q
l
P , we conclude that limk→∞ P(Dk(qP ) < δ) = 1, and
limk→∞ P
({
∃ q′P = (x′, qB) ∈ VTL-RRT
∗
k : ‖x− x′‖ < δ
})
= 1.
Using Proposition A.8, we can show the probabilistic com-
pleteness of TL-RRT∗ with unbiased sampling in Theorem 6.3.
Specifically, if feasible plans exist, then accepting states exist
for both the prefix and suffix plans. For the construction of
the prefix plan, the accepting states should be in the set Ps,
satisfying the LTL specification and reachable from the root.
By Proposition A.8, the tree will grow arbitrarily close to an
accepting state and it will contain a node with the same Bu¨chi
state as the accepting state. This completes the construction
of the prefix plan. Moreover, after the predetermined number
of iterations, the set P is returned. Then, for the construction
of the suffix plans, the same analysis can be applied assuming
that the root becomes one certain element of P . Therefore a
feasible plan will be found with probability 1.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF COROLLARY 6.4
The proof is based on a similar analysis as in Lemmas A.2-
A.5 that are used to derive Propositions A.6 and A.7. As in
Appendix A, we exclude Extend and Rewire functions and
connect qnewP to q
closest
P directly. The key idea in Lemmas A.2
to A.5, is that the probability that xnew lies within the ball
Bdk(qP ) and is close enough to one candidate parent qcpP of
qP is bounded away from 0 at each iteration. As a result,
qnewP = (x
new, qcpB ) or q
new
P = (x
new, qB) is the new nearest
candidate parent of qP . Using biased sampling, this argument
still holds. Recall that the biased TL-RRT∗ differs from the
unbiased one in the use of the biased sampling and the way to
detect a cycle around the root. Since RRT∗ is used to detect the
cycle and it is probabilistically complete, it suffices to focus on
the use of the biased sampling. First, since pclosest ∈ (0.5, 1),
following the distribution in (10), any node has a non-zero
probability to be selected as qclosestP . Thus, increasingly more
candidate parents appear in the tree, as in the case of unbiased
sampling. These candidate parents form a dense subset of
WN , so that the probability that any one of these candidate
parents qcpP is selected as q
closest
P is bounded away from 0. In
the biased sampling, the selection of qclosestP comes first and
then the sampling of xnew follows. Thus, we need to ensure
first that a candidate parent is selected as qclosestP . Second,
recall that Ndk(qP ) denotes the neighborhood around the path
connecting qcpP and qP . Since prand ∈ (0.5, 1) and the collection
of Ndk(qP ) covers a subset of WN , the probability that xnew
lies within the neighborhood region Ndk(qP ) is bounded away
from 0, as well. Here, unlike the unbiased case, we consider
Ndk(qP ) rather than Ik, the intersection of the Voronoi cell
C(qcpP ) and Ndk(qP ). This is because once qcpP is selected as
qclosestP , those samples lying within Ndk(qP ) will produce a
new nearest candidate parent of qP , while in the unbiased case,
a stricter constraint is imposed which requires the candidate
parent to be the nearest node to xnew, which means xnew
should lie within C(qcpP ) first. For these two reasons, the same
arguments as in the unbiased case can be made here too, and
counterparts of Propositions A.6 and A.7 for biased sampling
can be obtained. The proof of Corollary 6.4 can be completed
by inheriting the proofs of Proposition A.8 and Theorem 6.3.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.5
The proof for the asymptotic optimality of TL-RRT∗ is
based on that for RRT∗ [6], [47], where [47] fixes a logical
gap in the proof in [6]. Our proof differs from [47] mainly
in that we consider here a product state space and, thus, the
definitions of transition relations differ. We first provide some
relevant notations. For any δ ∈ R+, the δ-interior of the space
WNfree, denoted by intδ(WNfree), is a subset ofWNfree containing
states that are at least δ distance away from any obstacle. Then,
we call a feasible path τ robust if there exists δ ∈ R+ such that
τ ⊂ intδ(WNfree). The Problem 1 is robustly feasible if there
exists such a robust path that is a solution to this problem. We
refer the reader to [6], [47] for more technical details.
1) Construction of the prodcut path p: This step differs
from [6], [47] in that here we build a product path that lives in
Fig. 8. An illustration of the construction of balls covering the whole product
path p, modified from [6]. All balls have the same radius, qn. The spacing
between the centers of two consecutive balls is ln.
the combined continuous and discrete state space. Specifically,
let τ∗ be the optimal continuous path that optimizes (2). Since
Problem 1 is robustly feasible, following [47] there exists a
robust path τ such that J(τ) ≤ (1 + /4)J(τ∗), where  ∈
(0, 1). Next, as discussed in Section VI-B, we can construct a
product path p from τ.
2) Construction of the sequence of sets of balls {Bn}n∈N:
This step differs from [6], [47] in that here we construct a set
of balls along the product path p instead of the continuous
path τ. Specifically, given the product path p, we define
a set of Mn balls Bn = {Bn,1, . . . ,Bn,Mn} that cover the
whole product path p, each with radius qn = rn(VT )/(2+θ)
and center on p, where θ ∈ (0, 1/4). The centers of two
consecutive balls are ln = θqn apart. The center of ball Bn,1
is the initial state of the product path, and the center of ball
Bn,Mn is the accepting state; see also Fig. 8. The construction
of the balls here is the same, in a geometric sense, as that in
[6], [47] where a set of balls is constructed along τ rather than
p. Thus, we can adapt Lemmas 53 and 54 in [6] to obtain that
for any two points, (xm, ·) ∈ Bn,m and (xm+1, ·) ∈ Bn,m+1
in any two consecutive balls, the following properties hold: (i)
the Euclidean distance between xm and xm+1 is no larger than
the radius rn(VT ) used in Alg. 3 and 4; (ii) the line xmxm+1
lies entirely within WNfree.
Note that the radii of the balls in the set Bn decrease to 0
as rn → 0, and the distance between the centers of any two
consecutive balls in Bn also goes to 0. By Assumption 6.2,
for every point on the subpath connecting any two consec-
utive centers, (xi, qiB) ∈ Bn,i and (xi+1, qi+1B ) ∈ Bn,i+1,
∀i ∈ [Mn − 1], there exists a ball in which all states have the
same Bu¨chi state. Similar to the definition of the neighborhood
Ndk(qP ) in (24), which is shown in Fig. 6, we denote by Nn,i
the neighborhood along the line connecting centers (xi, qiB)
and (xi+1, qi+1B ). We can conclude that there exists a large
N0 ∈ N, such that Bn,i ⊂ Nn,i and Bn,i+1 ⊂ Nn,i for any
iteration n > N0 and any two consecutive balls, because both
the radii of Bn,i and Bn,i+1 go to 0 and the distance between
the two centers also goes to 0. Furthermore, since the balls in
Bn are constructed along p, when n > N0, the center (xi, qiB)
can transition to the center (xi+1, qi+1B ), i.e. (i) xi → xi+1,
and (ii) qiB
L(xi)−−−→ qi+1B . In what follows, we assume n > N0.
Moreover, we define a tree Gn that contains an edge starting
from (x, qB) and ending at (x′, q′B) if (R1): ‖x − x′‖ ≤
rn(VT ); (R2): x is sampled before x′; (R3): x → x′; and
(R4): qB
L(x)−−−→ q′B . Given the same sequence of samples, the
cost of the best path in Gn from the root to any node is not less
than that generated by TL-RRT∗. This is because the Extend
function in TL-RRT∗ will connect the new node (x′, q′B) to
the node (x, qB) in the tree that incurs the least cost as long
as rules (R1)-(R4) are satisfied, and the Rewire function will
further decrease the cost of the nodes in the tree, again as long
as these rules are satisfied. Thus, if the algorithm generating
Gn is asymptotically optimal, so is TL-RRT∗.
3) Connecting nodes in consecutive balls in {Bn}n∈N: To
prove the optimality of Gn, we show that a path exists in Gn
that is arbitrarily close to p. To do so, we need to show that
eventually every ball in Bn contains at least one node of Gn.
Given a sequence of uniformly sampled position states,
we can reason about the existence of samples inside the
projections of the balls {Bn}n∈N onto the continuous space
and the order in which they were sampled. We denote by
Xj the sample point in continuous space at the j-th iteration
and by V = {X1, . . . ,Xn} the sample set up to the n-th
iteration. Next, we partition the set V into Mn + 1 subsets
V0, . . . , VMn respecting the order in which the points in V
were sampled. Specifically, V0 contains the first n′ samples,
where n′ = κn, κ ∈ (0, 1), and the subsequent subsets
Vi contain z = b(n − n′)/Mnc samples each, except for
the last subset which contains the remaining points in V ,
that is, Vi = {Xj | j ∈ {n′ + (i− 1) · z, . . . , n′ + i · z}}, for
i ∈ {1, . . . ,Mn − 1}. Then, Lemma 2 in [47] proves that
with probability one there is an ascending subsequence V ′ of
samples in V , one sample per Vi, that correspond one-to-one to
the balls in {Bn} in terms of order. Next we define conditions
under which rules (R1)-(R4) hold so that Gn can connect the
samples in V ′, along with their Bu¨chi states, to generate a
path that approximates p. These conditions are different than
those required in [47].
Specifically, consider the product path in its discretized form
p = (x1, q
1
B), (x2, q
2
B), . . . , (xMn , q
Mn
B ), where each point is
the center of a ball constructed in 2). For simplicity, consider
the first two balls. Assume the center (x1, q1B) of the first ball
can take a one-hop transition to the second center (x2, q2B),
therefore, x1 → x2 holds. Consider also a point x′2 located
inside Bn,2 that is sampled after x1. Then, x1 → x′2 does not
necessarily hold, even though Bn,1 ⊂ Nn,1, Bn,2 ⊂ Nn,1. This
is because more than one boundaries ∂`j can cross the balls
Bn,1 and Bn,2, in which case the straight line x1x′2 will also
cross these boundaries; see Fig. 9(a). As a result, rule (R3)
is not satisfied and the graph Gn can not connect x1 to x′2.
However, as n grows to infinity, the radii of the balls in the
set Bn go to 0, and, therefore, the probability that more than
one boundaries cross the balls Bn,1 and Bn,2 goes to 0. Thus,
as n grows, at most one boundary ∂`j of a labeled region `j
can cross one or both balls Bn,1 and Bn,2; see Fig. 9(b). In
this case, rule (R3) is satisfied and x1 can be connected to x′2
in Bn,2. In what follows, we show that the exact location of
x′2 in Bn,2 is important in order to further satisfy rule (R4).
Specifically, when n is large, this boundary can be locally
approximated by a hyperplane, which divides Bn,2 into two
parts. Suppose x′′2 and x2 are in different parts of the ball
Bn,2. Then, the Bu¨chi state q2B can be paired with x′′2 , because
in Alg. 2, the Bu¨chi state space is searched exhaustively.
But since L(x2) 6= L(x′′2), it is possible that q2B can not
transition at all or can transition to a state other than q3B , i.e.,
(a) Two boundaries cross two con-
secutive balls
(b) One boundary crosses through
two consecutive balls
Fig. 9. Graphical depiction of cases where boundaries of regions cross
balls. In Fig. 9(a), two different boundaries ∂`i and ∂`j cross the first two
consecutive balls. In Fig. 9(b), a boundary crosses through two consecutive
balls, the shaded parts illustrate where the centers belong.
the Bu¨chi state of the center of Bn,3. In this case, the plan
under construction will not proceed along p. To avoid this
situation, x′2 should lie within that part of Bn,2 that contains
its center, as opposed to [47] where to follow τ, it suffices that
x′2 lies anywhere within Bn,2. Following this logic, to satisfy
rule (R4), the samples in V ′ should lie in those parts of the
balls that contain their centers. Let E1n be the event that the
projection of that part of ball Bn,i that contains its center on
the continuous space contains at least one sample in Vi, i.e.,
E1n = {∀1 ≤ i ≤Mn,B′n,i ∩ Vi 6= ∅}, where B′n,i is the part
of the ball that contains its center so that B′n,i = Bn,i if Bn,i
is not crossed by a boundary, and B′n,i ⊂ Bn,i otherwise, and
the intersection B′n,i ∩ Vi is defined on the projection of B′n,i
on the continuous space. Assuming that the event E1n occurs,
next we show that if rules (R1)-(R4) are satisfied, then indeed
Gn can connect samples in the subsequence V ′, augmented by
Bu¨chi states, to get a path that approximates p.
Let n be large enough so that at most one boundary crosses
the balls in the set {Bn}, and consider the node (x′3, q3B) ∈
B′n,3 with x′3 drawn after x′2. Then, since x′2 and x′3 are located
in two consecutive balls and we have proved in step 2) that
the distance between any states in any two consecutive balls is
no more than rn(VT ), (R1) is satisfied. Furthermore, since x′2
is sampled before x′3, (R2) holds. Recall from step 2) that the
straight line connecting any two states in any two consecutive
balls is entirely insideWNfree, and that those balls are shrinking,
so eventually there is at most one boundary crossing through
two consecutive balls. Therefore, rule (R3) is also satisfied.
As for rule (R4), note that q2B
L(x′2)−−−−→ q3B since x′2 belongs
to the same part of the ball that contains its center and the
center (x2, q2B) can transition to the center (x3, q
3
B), that is,
q2B
L(x2)−−−−→ q3B . Therefore, (R4) is also satisfied and (x′3, q3B) ∈
B′n,3 will be added to the tree Gn. Iterating over the sequence
of balls, we conclude that the tree Gn will have nodes in each
one of the parts B′n,i that contain their centers. Since every
B′n,i contains one point in V ′, we finally conclude that Gn
can connect the samples in the subsequence V ′.
In what follows, we prove that the probability of event E1n
approaches 1. First, let E2n denote the event that x
new = xrand
at the n-th iteration. Letting n → ∞ and using the fact that
limn→∞ P(E2n) = 1 shown in [47], we have that
P
(
E1n
)
= P
(
E1n|E2n
)
P
(
E2n
)
+ P(E1n|E2n)P
(
E2n
)
≥ P(E1n|E2n)P(E2n)
=
(
1− P(E1n∣∣E2n))(1− P(E2n))
= 1− P(E2n)− P(E1n∣∣E2n)+ P(E1n∣∣E2n)P(E2n)
= 1− P(E1n∣∣E2n), (30)
where E2n is the complement of the event E
2
n. Next, let cn
denote the number of balls that are crossed by a boundary.
Then, we have that
P
(
E1n
∣∣E2n) = P(∃1 ≤ i ≤Mn,B′n,i ∩ Vi = ∅) (31)
≤
∑Mn
i=1
P(B′n,i ∩ Vi = ∅) =
∑Mn
i=1
(
1−
µ(B′n,i)
WNfree
)|Vi| (32)
≤ (Mn − cn)
(
1− µ(Bn,i)WNfree
)|Vi|
+ cn
(
1− µ(Bn,i)
2WNfree
)|Vi| (33)
≤Mn
(
1− µ(Bn,i)WNfree
)|Vi|
+ cn
(
1− µ(Bn,i)
2WNfree
)|Vi|
, (34)
where |Vi| = (n − n′)/Mn, (32) is obtained assuming
that xnew is sampled uniformly which holds for large n
since xnew = xrand, and to derive (33), we divide all balls
into two classes based on whether they are crossed by a
boundary or not. For those balls crossed by a boundary, we
have µ(B′n,i) ≥ µ(Bn,i)/2; otherwise, µ(B′n,i) = µ(Bn,i).
According to [47], the first term in (34) approaches 0 when
γTL-RRT∗ ≥ (2 + θ)( (1+/4)J(τ
∗)
(dim+1)θ(1−κ) · µ(W
N
free)
ζdim
)
1
dim+1 , and also
(1 − µ(Bn,i)WNfree )
|Vi| ≤ exp{−ξγdim+1TL-RRT∗ log n}, where ξ :=
θζdim(1−κ)
J(τ)(2+θ)dim+1µ(WNfree)
. Following the same logic, we can show
that the fraction 12 in the second term in (34) can be absorbed
into ξ and (1− µ(Bn,i)
2WNfree
)|Vi| ≤ exp{− 12ξγdim+1TL-RRT∗ log n}. Since
cn is a small number (because there are only a finite number of
boundaries), we have that the second term in (34) approaches
0. Thus, P(E1n|E2n) approaches 0. Substituting in (30) we have
that P(E1n) converges to 1 as n → ∞. This guarantees that
Gn will contain a path that approximates p.
The rest of the proof is similar to that in [47]. Essentially,
we show that the probability of the event E3n that at most
αMn of the balls Bβn,i do not contain any samples from Vi
approaches 1, where α ∈ (0, θ/16), β ∈ (0, θ/16), and Bβn,i
shares the same center with Bn,i but its radius is a fraction β
of that of Bn,i. In this way, we exclude the case where the tree
Gn has a path approximating p but zig-zaging around it. We
omit the details due to space limitations. Recall from step 1)
that the cost of the path τ is smaller than (1 + /4)J(τ∗).
Then, when events E1n and E
3
n occur, as shown in [47], the
cost of the path returned by Gn is less than (1 + )J(τ∗),
which is slightly larger than (1 + /4)J(τ∗), since this path
is an approximation of p.
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 6.6
The key step to obtain γunbiasedTL-RRT∗ for uniform sampling lies
in upper-bounding the probability P
(
E1n
∣∣E2n) in (31) by a
quantity that converges to 0. Although the biased samples
are guided towards given labeled regions, according to (17),
with probability (1 − yrand)N the sample xrand still follows
the uniform distribution. Thus, within the whole sequence
of n biased samples, there is a subsequence that contains
(1 − yrand)N · n samples on average that were sampled uni-
formly. We focus only on this subsequence of uniform samples
and proceed in the same way as in the proof for the unbiased
sampling. Specifically, for this subsequence, |Vi| in (34) will
become (1 − yrand)N (n − n′)/Mn. Moreover, as before, the
radius of the balls {Bn} in Fig. 8 will be proportional to the
connection radius rn(VT ) that depends on the length n of
the whole sequence. Therefore, in (34), |Vi| will change, and
so will µ(Bn,i) and Mn since they are related to γbiasedTL-RRT∗ .
Following a similar derivation as in [47] that shows that the
first term in (34) approaches 0, we can show that the extra term
(1 − yrand)N in |Vi| will enter the denominator of γunbiasedTL-RRT∗ ,
and the upper bound on P
(
E1n
∣∣E2n) will still converge to 0.
Note that the upper bound on P
(
E1n
∣∣E2n) obtained using the
whole sequence of biased samples will be smaller than that
obtained using the subsequence of uniform samples. This is
because the samples that are biased towards accepting states
can also lie in the balls {Bn}, further reducing the chance
that a ball Bn,i does not contain a sample in Vi. Since this
bound will be smaller, the probability of E1n will converge
faster to 1, which explains why biased TL-RRT∗ is faster than
the unbiased version.
